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COLLEGE
INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Leisure Suit Larry: Magna Cum Laude. You’re Larry

Lovage, the nephew of the original Leisure Suit Larry. You’re in

college, ready to enjoy the best days of your life. Even though you

have a girlfriend who lives in, uh, Canada, you need to get out

there and start meeting women around campus.

Lucky for you, the reality dating show Swingles is on campus.

They’re looking for the right guy to star on the show and they

want you. You have to choose the one you want to get it on with

from among three female finalists. No more

lying around in bed, dreaming of gorgeous

women. It’s time to get out there and do

something about it. You must make your Uncle Larry 

proud and uphold his reputation.

Throughout this game, you meet lots of beautiful women. You

romance them with your lies, comfort them with your deceit, and

get them drunk–all to get them into the sack. While meeting these

girls is fun, your main goal is to get on Swingles, so getting

tokens of affection from them is really important.

As you journey through campus and across town, you encounter

lots of interesting people. Some want to stop you; others are there

to help you. You play mini-games and find interesting items. Still,

it’s always about the girls. You’re only in college once, so have fun

and make the most of your situation.



HOW TO
BE A
PLAYER

It’s a dangerous world out there, full of

obstacles trying to stop you from getting laid.

This section covers the smaller details of living

to help you get through the game and get the

women you desire.
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When something can be examined, the name of the
person or object appears at the top of the screen. The
Examine icon is an eye that appears in the bottom left
corner of the screen. When the Examine icon
appears, press � and Larry gives you commentary
about the object.

Objects that can be examined are all over the
campus, buildings, and city streets. After you examine
the objects, press �, because secret items, tokens,
and even cash, can be hidden in them.

EXAMINE OBJECTS
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When you can activate something or
talk to someone, the Activate icon
appears alongside the Examine icon
in the bottom left corner of the
screen. When you can activate
something, such as a radio, the icon
appears as a hand. When you can

talk to someone, the icon is a
dialogue bubble or lips. Press � to
activate an object or talk to someone.

Pressing � when there’s nothing
nearby to activate causes you to fart.

CONFIDENCE
In the bottom left corner of the
screen is your confidence meter.
When the meter is high, you have a
bounce in your step and can do
certain things, like dance for people.
When your confidence is low, you
walk very slowly and aren’t able to do
some activities.

Failing objectives and mini-games
is a drain on your confidence. Raise it
by winning games. You can also raise
your confidence by boozing it up. As
soon as you sober up, your confidence
disappears–unless you use a strong
coffee product to bolster it.

TAKING PICTURES
You always have a camera to record
your wacky adventures and take
snapshots of the crazy people you
meet. Press � to look through your

camera lens. Move the lens around by
using the thumbstick. To get the best
pictures, zoom in for a close-up.
Press up on the D-pad to zoom in,
down to zoom out. Pick up the super
camera lens to zoom in even closer.
When you’re ready to take a picture,
press �.

The indicator on the right of the
screen shows what zoom you’re
using. The number at the bottom left
tells you how many pictures you’ve
taken out of a possible total of six.
The lights at the top indicate the
quality of the picture you’re about to
take. When the red light to the left is
on, the picture won’t be very good and
you won’t get much money if you try
to sell it. The farther to the right the
lights go, the better the shot. You get
your best shots when the green
indicator light is on.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Mimes never say anything. Maybe a little
urine will loosen those lips.

ACTIVATE/TALK
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Almost everywhere you go, you can
find someone to evaluate your
pictures. After you take pictures,
find a person to evaluate them and
press the activate button. That
brings up a screen with six
squares. If you took all the pictures
possible, the boxes are all filled. 

Each picture costs a dollar to
evaluate, after which you can sell
the photos. Press � and an amount

for how much they’re worth
appears on your photos. If you took
good pictures, when many indicator
lights were on, you’ll get more
money than if the picture were
taken when only one light was on.
There’s no risk in evaluating photos
as you will always get your money
back.

PHOTO EVALUATION

THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
As you run around playing drinking
games to woo girls, you drink
alcoholic beverages. There is no
getting around that. After you’re done,
get that alcohol out of your system.
Staying drunk negatively affects any
games you play next. 

There are two ways to sober up. The
first way is to drink some coffee. That
costs cash, but none of your confi-
dence. The second option is to whip
out your one-eyed Willie, wherever
you are, and pee. You might lose
some confidence, but it’s an instant
relief and free.

BUYING THINGS
To get on Swingles, you need to get
chicks. To get chicks, you need to buy
things. Around campus and on the
city streets are people (and weird
Japanese vending machines) with
items for you to buy. When you get
close, a Money icon appears where
the Activate icon usually is. Press �
to see what is for sale. Some items
are sold only for cash and some are
sold only for secret tokens, so make
sure you collect a lot of both. To
complete the game, you only need
cash, but if you want to buy bonus
items, you need secret tokens.

HOW TO
BE A PLAYER



PHONES
Phones are everywhere. Press the
activation button to place a call to
your Uncle Larry for some worldly
advice. The advice he gives doesn’t
apply to any specific situation; it’s just
general good advice. Besides, it’s just
nice to hear from someone who
cares.

CURRENCY
In this game, you can buy things with
cash or secret tokens. You can find or
earn both of these throughout the
game. Press � to bring up a box in
the top right corner of the screen
showing how much cash and how
many secret tokens you have.

CASH
Cash is hidden inside objects all over

the area. Activate the right objects
and the cash becomes available to
you. You can also get money by
playing certain mini-games or by
selling photos to photo evaluation
shops. 

SECRET TOKENS
Secret tokens are also hidden inside

objects all over the campus and city
streets. When you find a named
object, activate it and see if tokens
appear. You also get tokens if you get
a perfect score on mini-games and
objectives. For example, press all the
right buttons in the spanking game
without one mistake and you get five
secret tokens.

www.primagames.com 5



LADIES’ MAN
ESSENTIALS

It’s hard to get the hook-up without a little help now

and again. Throughout the game you come across many

items designed to make your life easier. You can either

find them or buy them with cash or tokens. Some items

help you dress to impress, some help you get on

Swingles, and some help you with the mini-games. Then

there are some items that just let you see naughty

pictures.

You might want to get only the naughty pictures, but

the other items can be important to your game success.

There are 105 items in your adventure that count

toward your “stuff gotten” total.

6 Leisure Suit Larry:Magna Cum Laude—PRIMA Official Game Guide
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Oooh…clip-on
goodness!

BOW TIE

And it plays Q-Bert. If
anything will make you
popular, this is it.

CALCULATOR WATCH
If only your heart were
as well protected as
your pocket.

POCKET PROTECTOR

When you wear these,
those nerd chicks look
blurrily delicious!

THICK GLASSES

Cool Outfit

They say that the
Village People did
everything while
wearing these. Hey,
what’re those stains? 

BITCHIN GLOVES

Yes, that is a chain in
my pocket. And I am
happy to see you.

POCKET CHAIN

Protect your eyes from
the shade and your
vibe from the squares.

STUDLY HAT

You can never have too
much handlebar.

HANDLEBAR HEAVEN

Some girls only talk to guys who wear the right clothes, so you have to
keep up with the latest fashion trends. Change your style from geek chic to
preppy to fit the woman you’re trying to woo. Don’t forget to accessorize.
Some outfits can carry four accessories. They don’t do anything special,
but they help you look the part. 

Geek Outfit

One of the Village People
had to make bail in Walnut
Log recently, so he sold his
vintage outfit. Still smells
like a rock star!

Blind the ladies with
science in this snappy geek
outfit!

Fashion for Today’s
Ladies Man



Dress for success
with this genuine
imitation-polyester
blend!

FORMAL TIE

What gets women
hot? One word:
plastic.

FAKE CARNATION

Cool-io, daddy-o.
Bogart’s got
nothing on you.

SNAZZY HAT

Nothing like giving
the ladies
something to hold
on to.

FAKE MUSTACHE

Preppy Outfit

Specially hand-woven
by nuns in Portugal,
this sweater is purely
ornamental.

SHOULDER SWEATER

Makes you look
important. In reality,
the only person who
pages you is your
mom.

BEEPER

Keeps the sun out of
your eyes, but leaves
your hair free to blow
in the breeze.

VISOR

Snazzy Suit

8 Leisure Suit Larry:Magna Cum Laude—PRIMA Official Game Guide

Suave, sophisticated, yet oh
so relaxed. Tennis, anyone?

Every girl’s crazy for a
sharply dressed man,
Larry.

Mime Outfit

This is a specialty outfit
designed to drive the artsy girls
wild. Unfortunately, it probably
drives away every other girl, so
use sparingly.

Twiggy Costume

Everybody loves Twiggy, the
school mascot, but not many
would actually want to do him.
Use only for hardcore fans that
have way too much school spirit.

At least it looks
expensive. By the time
they realize it’s a cheap
knock-off, it’ll be too
late.

EXPENSIVE WATCH

Fashion for Today’s
Ladies Man
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The arm of that Def Leppard drummer
provides mystical bonuses to your
rockin’ ability. It also gives your heart
meter a boost in the rock ‘n’ roll game.

DEF LEPPARD ARM

Kurt Rambis shows you all the latest
steps to wow ‘em on the dance floor.
It can make the dance games easier
by starting you out with more heart.

DANCE ALBUM

This is  something your aunt gave you,
but you’re not sure what it does. It
makes the mime game easier to win
by giving you more time for each pose.

INVISIBLE BOX

Provides easy sword and shield
holding. Yea, verily. This makes the
hand-slapping games easier to win by
keeping your power up.

GAUNTLETS

This proves that you’re a playa. This
makes the tantrum game easier to
win by giving you one more head.

JUDD NUMBER

Makeover games are easier with this
because you are allowed to make one
more mistake.

MAKE-UP KIT

Using this roller makes all your art
projects look better. It makes the
vandalism and painting games easier
to win by giving you one more head.

MINI PAINT ROLLER

These little beauties make your life
easier by giving your heart meter a
boost in the secret handshake game.

NAIL CLIPPERS

Bounce higher than you’ve ever
bounced before. This makes the
trampoline games easier by starting
you out with a fuller heart meter.

SPRINGY SHOES

Those DIOs  sure know about quality
spanking equipment. This makes the
spanking games easier to win by
giving you another head.

SPANKING PADDLE

This VoyeurMax 2000 X-treme Lens
gives your camera the ability to zoom
in for those close, intimate shots.
Photo games are easier to win.

SUPER CAMERA LENS

Are your fluids limp and sagging?
Can’t last as long as you want? Buy a
bigger squirt gun. This makes the
wet T-shirt games easier to win.

SQUIRT GUN

Collect the Twiggy plush doll to
promote school spirit. It makes the
Twiggy game easier by giving you
more time for each pose.

TWIGGY PLUSH DOLL

It reduces friction when you rub fast
and hard. This makes the whack-a-
pole games easier to win by giving
you a head start.

TUBE OF LOTION

Praise be to Zeus! These give you
more time in avoid games.

WINGS OF HERMES

Gadgets and
Gizmos These items make your mini-games

easier to pass, and in turn make it easier
to get closer to the girl of your dreams.

“Porn for Dummies” makes the
acting game easier by giving you one
more head, or chance.

ACTING VIDEO

Rub this all over your body and you
shine with an eerie glow. This makes
it easier to win streaking games by
offending people from farther away.

BABY OIL

This certificate from Cheers
University makes the games where
you hurl things at folks easier by
giving you one more head.

BAR DIPLOMA

These are less valuable, yet more
accurate. These make the quarters
games easier by giving you more
Super Hits.

CANADIAN QUARTERS

10 Leisure Suit Larry:Magna Cum Laude—PRIMA Official Game Guide
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SECRETS
FOR SALE

The Girls You Want…Nude!
Finally, they’re here…the nude graphics of the girls you know and love. Get
these items and check them out in the character viewer to see them in all
their glory. Well, almost. Some things have to be left to the imagination.

Bonus Art 1
Bonus Art 2
Bonus Art 3
Bonus Art 4
Bonus Art 5
Bonus Art 6
Bonus Art 7

Release Her Inner Animal
Has your lady friend let herself go? Has she switched from a lace teddy to
flannel pajamas when the lights go out? Well, get these loading screens to
rekindle her fire and reveal her naughty side.

Loading Screens 1 
(Ione, Analisa, Sally Mae)

Loading Screens 2 
(Zanna, Luba, Harriet)

Loading Screens 3 
(Charlotte, Beatrice, Bilzarbra)

Loading Screens 4 
(Koko, Tilly, Lesbian Ione)

Loading Screens 5 
(Morgan, Barbara Jo, Suzi)

Bring Her to Life
Is the girl of your dreams nothing more than a piece of artwork? Well then,
brother, you’ve got some problems. Why not switch those girly drawings to
their real-life naughty models? Turn on the naughty mode to see sexier
versions of these girls, which appear almost all the time. 

Naughty 1 (Ione, Analisa, Sally Mae)
Naughty 2 (Luba, Harriet, Zanna)
Naughty 3 

(Charlotte, Bilzarbra, Beatrice)
Naughty 4 (Tilly, Koko, Lesbian Ione)
Naughty 5 (Morgan, Suzi, Barbara Jo)
Naughty 6 (Uma, Zena, Sweet Lou)



SECRETS
FOR SALE
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Cowboy Hat (Sally Mae)
Teddy Bear Head (Ione)
Fishpaper (Analisa)
Jaw Harp (Harriet)
Jar of Borscht (Zanna)
Beer Bong (Luba)
Das Kapital (Charlotte)
Colobus Sample (Beatrice)

Signed Glossy (Bilzarbra)
Jumbo Weiner (Koko)
Charred Skull (Tilly)
Double Dong (Ione Lesbian)
Dice Bag (Morgan)
School Panties (Barbara Jo)
Brass Knuckles (Suzi)

Signs That She Really Likes You
As you meet, romance, and somehow screw things up with the ladies, you
are left with tokens of affection. They show you that you’ve completed all
the objectives for that girl and that, in some weird way, maybe she cares
about you.

Art Appreciation
Collect all seven collections of concept art from the
game. Every woman likes a man who has a little
sophistication and art appreciation. Even if you don’t
have these qualities, it will look like you do!

CHARACTER MODELS
Nude Analisa
Nude Barbara Jo
Nude Beatrice
Nude Blizarbra
Nude Charlotte
Nude Harriet
Nude Ione
Nude Koko
Nude Lesbian Ione
Nude Luba
Nude Morgan

Nude Sally Mae
Nude Suzi
Nude Tilly
Nude Zanna
Nude Others (Uma, Zena,
Sweet Lou)
View Others (Wet-T Barbara
Jo, Mime Koko, Dominatrix
Suzi, Hottie Ione)
Everybody Nude (Removes
the clothes from all the
playable girls in the game.)

Strip Games are Back!
Playing the mini-games in this adventure can be challenging and
frustrating. Beating your opponent is great, but how about some more
motivation? Pick up these items and your female opponents strip every
time you do something right. Who knew quarters would become such a
spectator sport?

Strip Analisa (quarters mini-game)
Strip Analisa 2 (dance mini-game)
Strip Barbara Jo

(trampoline mini-game)
Strip Blizarbra (quarters mini-game)
Strip Luba (trampoline mini-game)
Strip Luba 2 (quarters mini-game)
Strip Morgan (slap mini-game)
Strip Sally Mae (dance mini-game)
Strip Suzi (quarters mini-game)
Strip Suzi 2 (spanking mini-game)



Happy Endings For a Relationship
Every guy wants a happy ending to finish the night.
Through the power of the Porn Fairy, see what would
have happened if you had chosen a different girl to
take to bed at the end of the game.

END WITH LOVE
Morgan sparks something inside of Larry. Could their
relationship be something more than just sex? 

END WITH BOOBIES
Barbara Jo Bimbo has some big hooters. And what’s
better than a pair of boobies? Two pairs of boobies!

END WITH PAIN
Suzi likes her sex a little rough. Are you man enough to
handle it?

Health and Wellness
ALCOHOLIC

BEER
Early Mesopotamians invented this.
This is beer. It makes you drunk,
but increases your confidence.

PRUNO
Make a break from the ordinary–
try a can of Pruno, America’s #1
selling brand of prison wine, today!  

GATOR COUNTRY
You’re not sure if the prostitute you
picked up is a man but you’re too
drunk to care. Welcome to Gator
Country. 

CHEATIN’ WOMAN
The rent’s due and the landlord just
gives you a smile. Damn that
cheatin’ woman. Hard liquor does
the job quick and keeps you happy.

MOONSHINE SONORA
Roll over, Beethoven– you don’t
want to asphyxiate on your own
vomit. This shit fucks you up pretty
bad.

ST. GORDO’S
Whether you’re ridin’ the rails or in
front of a cozy oil drum fire, St.
Gordo’s is the malt liquor that
keeps the party going. This is
strong beer. It makes you drunk,
but increases your confidence.

COUGH SYRUP
Plaid Mart’s own brand comes in
regular and sarsaparilla. It gets you
drunk, but doesn’t really make you
happy like beer does.

NON-ALCOHOLIC
Do you find yourself drunk again
and not feeling so hot? Wake
yourself up with a caffeinated
beverage. It sobers you up without
taking away your new-found confi-
dence.

COFFEE [2 out of 6 stars]
Hot, black, and strong, it makes you
less drunk without decreasing your
confidence.

ESPRESSO4 out of 6 stars]
This is the perfect cure for being
shit-faced. It makes you lots less
drunk and slightly happier.

CHOCO MOCHA CRÈME 

The Cadillac of overpriced espresso
drinks! This super-drink removes
all drunkenness and makes you
happy.

www.primagames.com 13



MINI
GAMES

You are faced with a lot of mini-games

throughout your quest. Some you must

complete to keep going in the game; others you

can play for money or added confidence. As a

bonus, the first time you complete a game

perfectly you get secret tokens.
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When you get drunk your sperm is hard to control.

Get some coffee to sober you up.

If you become totally drunk, a cup of coffee does little
good. In this case, place your sperm in the middle of
the channel. Keep the sperm in the middle and let it hit
all the incoming drinks that are sent its way. It's
already so drunk that they won't have any effect. Move
your sperm only when red icons are coming at you or
you want to swim through a green icon at the top or
bottom.

If you see a bomb icon, swim through it. This
detonates icons in front of you. If you don't hit the
bomb you might be forced to swim through icons that
could lower your heart meter. Steer clear of
snowflakes. They don't hurt you, but they freeze you in
place. A snowflake is usually followed by a long chain
of red fart icons that the helpless victim must swim
through.

Hitting snowflakes leads to nothing but trouble.

www.primagames.com 15

CONVERSATION GAMES
When you can activate something or
talk to someone, the Activate icon
appears alongside the Examine icon
in the bottom left corner of the
screen. When you can activate
something, such as a radio, the icon
appears as a hand. When you can talk

to someone, the icon is a dialogue
bubble or lips. Press � to activate an
object or talk to someone.

Pressing � when there’s nothing
nearby to activate causes you to fart.

Green Heart Fills up your heart meter.

Green Face Positive conversation and fills up heart meter.

Red Face Negative conversation and decreases heart meter.

Red Fart Icon Decreases heart meter.

Red Object Icon These icons can be breasts, testicles, you name it. They

make for interesting conversation but they decrease your

heart meter.

Red Beer Mug Makes you drunk.

Red Martini Glass Makes you more drunk.

Red Camera Shows close up of girl's breasts and decreases heart

meter.

Coffee Mug Decreases your drunk meter.

Bomb Detonates certain incoming icons.

Snowflake Freezes you in place for a short period of time.

Keep your heart meter in the green if
you want a successful conversation.
Steer toward the green hearts and
green faces to keep the meter high.
Swimming through red faces and red
object icons changes the dialogue and
can be fun. If your heart meter is
filled, it might be okay to hit these to
hear what crazy things you might say.
You can swim through the red
cameras to see a nice booby shot if
your heart meter is full enough.

As you swim, watch out for the
alcoholic beverages because they
make you drunk. The drunker you get,
the harder it is to control your sperm

and move it where you want it to go.
Your reaction time gets slower the
more you have to drink. The good
news is that getting drunk and
swimming through alcohol icons
doesn't reduce your heart meter. The
bad news is that if you are drunk, you
might not be able to avoid the
harmful red icons.

When you start to get drunk, swim
through any coffee mugs you find.
They instantly make you more sober
and make it easier to steer your
sperm. You normally find coffee mug
icons on levels with lots of alcohol.

Your sperm always

stays on the left side

of the screen.

Hitting a camera can
be fun when your
heart meter is full.
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In these games, you need to be quick
with your hands. When the game
starts, your opponent calls out
commands. These commands scroll
across the bottom of the screen from
right to left. When the command is
under the circle in the bottom left
corner, press the appropriate button
on your controller.

The five commands are up, down,
left, right, button. Press the corre-
sponding button on your controller
each time a command passes under
the circle. If you press it on time, a
green check appears and your heart
meter fills. If you miss, a red X
appears and your heart meter ebbs.

For a successful finish, your heart
meter must be in the green at the
end of the game.

Some games are harder than
others. The commands move very
fast in some, while in others,
commands are placed close
together, making it hard to press
every one. Pay close attention and
hone your reflexes to get all the
commands.

When commands are close
together, it can be hard to hit all of
them.

DANCE/TRAMPOLINE
GAMES

DELIVERY GAMES
For these games, as the title
suggests, you have to get something
from your contact and deliver it to a
certain number of people. This
delivery can be anything from an
insult to a proposition to become 
a ho.

First, run by your contact to see what
they want delivered. You can tell that
you have it when an icon appears over
your head. Next, run by a person you
want to deliver it to and press �. The
icon that was over your head now
appears over the recipient's head,
and you must return to your contact
to replenish your supply. You can
deliver to several people at once if
they are standing close together.

You have a large chunk of time to
deliver your information to a specified
number of people. The number of

people you must reach is indicated in
the top right corner and the overall
time clock is in the top left corner. You
also have a deadline to deliver the
information by after you get it from
your contact. If you don't make your
delivery in the allotted amount of
time, you have to return to your
contact to get it again.

As you make your deliveries, watch
for time bonuses. These extend your
delivery time. Make all your deliveries
in the overall time limit and you
conclude the game successfully.

When time is running low, get the
time bonuses around the area.

MINI
GAMES

You missed a
move.

Get the word out! More satisfied customers.

The commands

speed across the

screen.

GAME RATINGS
When you start the game you are
just “That Asshole” that everybody
has seen around campus, but
nobody knows your name and no one
really cares to. But don’t despair just
yet! As you progress through the
game, accomplishing more objec-
tives and collecting more items, your
rating goes up. You’ll move up the
social ladder from “Fucknut” to
“Mandingo.” If you accomplish all of
your objectives and collect all the
items in the game, you can become a
“Fucking Hero.” Do you think a
“Fucking Hero” has trouble getting
laid? Hell no!

LEVEL RATING

1 “That Asshole”
2 “Penis Wrinkle”
3 “Dillhole”
4 “Fucknut[
5 “Kumquat”
6 “Lame O”
7 “Riffraff”
8 “Buckaroo”
9 “Hombre”

10 “Wooer”
11 “Mandingo”
12 “Romeo”
13 “Master Cocksman”
14 “Fucking Machine”
15 “Fucking Hero”



MIX DRINKS/SPANKING GAMES

PASS OUT FLIERS/
DRINKS/FOOD GAMES
In these games, your job is to serve
something to the demanding public,
such as drinks at a bar or fliers at a
rally. These people don't like to wait
for anything, so you have to be
speedy.

Let's use fliers in our demonstration
game. You start the game at the right
side of four rows. At your end are the
fliers to deliver; at the other end are
the people you need to deliver to.

When the game begins, people start
to line up in the rows to get their
fliers. Start with the first row of
people, and press the � button to
send a flier down the row. Toss the
same number of fliers down the row
as there are people. After you've
tossed enough fliers, move to the
next row and repeat the process.

As you toss your fliers, there are a
few tips to avoid failure. First, never
toss something down an empty row
and let it hit the other side. Second,
watch out for return items, such as
paper airplanes made from the fliers,
that can come back and hit your side
before you can grab them. Third,

For this game, four buttons appear on
the screen exactly as they appear on
your controller. When a button flashes
on the screen, you have to press the
corresponding button on the
controller before the on-screen
button disappears. 

The indicator at the top right tells you
how many buttons you need to press
and how many you've pressed so far.
The heads in the top left corner
represent how many chances you get.
Fail to hit a button in time and you
lose a head. If you lose the last head
without pressing the specified
number of buttons, your game is over
and you lose.

As you play, money buttons pop up in
an empty button slot. Hitting the

money button gets you some cash,
but it can also cause you to miss the
button you need to hit. You need a
keen eye and a steady hand to avoid
hitting money buttons by accident.

These games range in difficulty. In
some, the buttons appear very slowly;
in others, they pop up fast. In some
games, buttons even flash quickly in
the same slot, one after another. In
really fast games, expect money
buttons to pop up in an effort to throw
you off. 

Watch out for the money icon. It can
distract you and make you miss a
button.

never let a person reach your side of
the row. In some of these games,
people can throw items that you need
to avoid rather than catch–like poop
and dildos.

If a person reaches your side of the
row, you fail.

Keep tossing those fliers.

Stay on the far right side to pass out
what you need, but you can also run
between the rows. This should
happen only if you are running to
grab a paper airplane coming your
way or trying to get cash that appears
near the other side.

In each game, you must clear a
certain number of waves of people.
That number is in the top right corner
of the screen. In the top left of the
screen, head icons represent how
many times you can mess up and still
pass. Clear all the waves and the
game is over.
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One of four buttons can
appear on the screen.

These people want

their fliers now!
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This game, a favorite pastime of
many college kids, has a single goal:
to get drunk. The object is to bounce
a quarter on the table and get it to
land in a cup. If it lands in the cup,
your opponent takes a drink.

You are always on offense first so
make your first opportunity count.
Your hand is in front of you, holding a
quarter. Gently pull the thumbstick
down and then push it up in a nice,
smooth motion. You bounce the
quarter on the table and, hopefully,
into the cup. Move the thumbstick too
hard and your shot goes long. Move it
too little and you hit the edge of the
cup. It might take you a few turns to
get the feel of the thumbstick
movement.

When your shot lands in the cup, your
opponent has to tip back a mug of
beer and take a drink. This happens
every time you make a shot.
Unfortunately, every time your

opponent makes a shot, you have to
drink. The more you drink, the
harder it is to bounce the quarter.
The movement on your thumbstick
is delayed, but don't overcom-
pensate. Keep a nice, steady
movement and you'll make it in.

When it's your opponent's turn,
they bounce their quarter on the
table just as you did to get it into the
cup. The turns go back and forth
until one person becomes
completely smashed. Then it's
game over.

Sometimes a cash bonus appears
on the table. Use the same motion
of the thumbstick to bounce the
quarter over to it. If the quarter
lands on the money, you get to keep
the cash. This uses a turn, so don't
do it unless your opponent is much
drunker than you.

QUARTERS

WET T-SHIRT GAME
In this game, your job is to thoroughly
soak the girls in the white T-shirts
until you can see their breasts under-
neath. This is one of the easiest
games of your adventure, because
you have plenty of time to aim your
gun and the girls don't move around
that much. This gives you more time
to enjoy the view.

You start the game staring down the
barrel of your squirt gun at a stage in
front of you. The T-shirt-clad girls
enter the stage from the left, either
one by one or in small groups. As
they come into view, they have their
arms crossed over their chests,
protecting them from water blasts.
Wait for them to stop and open their

arms before you line up your reticule
on their chests. Fire by pulling the
trigger.

Sometimes the girls try to fake you
out. They stop, but instead of
exposing a target for you to hit, they
keep one hand over themselves while
they wave to you with the other.
Follow them with your reticule until
they finally move both arms.

As you drench the women, you use up
water, represented by the tank on the
left side of the screen. If you run too
low, a bottle of water appears on the
stage. Shoot it to refill your squirt
gun. Keep firing until there is nothing
but dripping wet boobies in the house.

MINI
GAMES

Make a smooth down and
up motion with the thumb-
stick to bounce the quarter
on the table.

The quarter went in!

Wait for it…         

A water bottle will refill
your water reserve.

Who enjoys this more,
you or the girls?

…and fire!



SLAPS GAME
This game can be painful… at least
for the loser. Slap the other player on
the hands until her slap meter
reaches the top and she can't take
anymore.

You start this game on offense with
your hands under your opponent's.
Immediately start tapping the �
button to power up your slap meter at
the bottom of the screen. The timer at
the top left corner ticks down so you
don't have much time. When you're
ready, press � to try to slap your
opponent's hands. 

A good way to ensure that your slap
connects is to fake out your opponent.
As you power up your meter, lightly
tap �. This causes you to do little
hand fakes. Keep doing it to get your
opponent to pull her hands away

completely. As soon as she tries to
put them back, slap.

If you hit your opponent, you get to go
again. If you miss, you lose your turn.
When your hands are on top, you're
on defense. Press the same button to
perform little fakes and try to throw
off your opponent, and completely
press � to pull your hands away.
Sometimes waiting until the timer
has only about two seconds left to
pull your hands away does the trick,
and your opponent misses. If she
takes a swipe at you and hits, your
meter goes up. If she misses, it's your
turn. Keep slapping your way to
victory.

Getting slapped can hurt, so pull your
hands away before you feel that sting.

WHACK-A-POLE GAME
There are many different versions of
this mini-game, but each one is
played the same way. You have to
keep a ball in play long enough to set
off a bell. If you win, you get anything
from cash to confidence.

When you start this game, there is a
penis at the bottom center of the
screen, a bell at the top of the screen,
and hands on both sides. A ball
appears and heads for one side of the
screen. Use the thumbstick to move
your hands up or down to block the
ball and bounce it to the other side.

As you bounce the ball back and
forth, the penis in the center of the
screen starts to grow. Your goal is to

get it to grow enough to hit the bell at
the top. As you bounce the ball,
bonus items appear in the center of
the screen. Some are good, but some
can cause problems.

The number of balls at the bottom of
the screen shows how many times
you can let a ball get by you and still
successfully complete the game. You
need these extra balls in harder
games, when the ball moves a lot
faster. When the ball moves really
fast, it is a good idea to try to get
Vasoline to slow it down. The penis
pump is always a good snag, because
it makes the penis grow–reducing the
time you have to struggle to keep the
ball in play.

Keep bouncing the ball back and
forth until the penis reaches the top
and rings the bell. When you hear the
ringing sound, you pass the mini-
game and get a prize.
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Get your power meter up!

Slap those hands!

Move the hands on the sides to

bounce the ball back and forth.

Look at that penis grow!

Try to get the good items as
they float by.

A celebration dance means
you won!

Penis Pump   Makes your penis grow longer.
Vasoline Slows the ball down.
Injection Increases the size of your

hands.
Glue Makes the ball stick to your

hands.
Sperm Speeds up the ball.
Drugs Makes your hands move in

opposite directions.



WHERE
TO MEET
WOMEN

In this game you run around the

campus and city streets trying to

accomplish tasks and meet women. After you

visit places once, you’re free to come and go as

you please. Each time you enter a new area,

explore first. Walk around until you find objects

that can be examined. Interact with the object by

pressing � to see if it is hiding something. Other

things to look for in new areas are people to talk

to, people selling things, and vending machines.
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MAIN CAMPUS The main campus is the first large area you explore. There
are lots of things to do and people to see. It’s also where the
set of Swingles is located.

Secret Tokens
Cash
Knock Over Swingles Light
to Get Super Camera Lens
Weird Japanese Vending
Machine Thingy: Beer,

Coffee, Springy Shoes,
Gauntlets, Twiggy Pep
Rally

Porn Fairy: End With Love,
End With Pain, End With
Boobies, Naughty 5,
Naughty 6, Bonus Art 7
(Available after all the
fairy pictures have been
found)

Pass Out Flier Game
Trampoline Game

DORMS
The dorms, paid for by parents,
provide a nice safe environment for
their kids to live, get drunk, and get it
on. You don’t want to disappoint the
parents, so bust out the condoms and
beer.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Television to Watch
Weird Japanese Vending Machine 

Thingy: Coffee, Dance Album
Russell (After His Makeover): Bonus 

Art 6, Nude Others, View Others
Mixed Drink Game

LARRY’S ROOM
This is the place where all the magic
happens. Once you get a girl into your
lair, it’s pretty much a given that
you’re going to get some. Unless, of
course, you do something stupid to
screw it up.
Secret Tokens
Phone
Whack-A-Pole Game

IONE AND LUBA’S ROOM
One is a bookworm and the other is
the campus slut. Separately, they
each pose a challenge to get into the
sack. Together, they provide some
girl-on-girl action that is hard for you
to resist.
Secret Tokens
Search the Drawer for Nail Clippers
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Be sure to explore this
room the first oppor-
tunity you get, because
it remains locked for
most of the game.
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WHERE TO
MEET WOMEN

LIBRARY

The library is a good place to learn,
but it’s a better place to pick up
chicks. You can pick up a couple of
ladies in there and also buy some
important items.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Photo Evaluator
Nigel: Strip Sally Mae, Strip Analisa,

Strip Analisa 2, Bonus Art 1, Loading
Screens 1, Nude Ione, Nude Analisa,
Nude Sally Mae

Coffee Cart: Coffee, Espresso, Choco 
Mocha Créme

Library Attendant: Bar Diploma, Geek 
Outfit, Bow Tie, Calculator Watch,
Pocket Protector, Thick Glasses,
Shoulder Sweater, Beeper, Expensive
Watch, Visor, Intramural Slaps

Porn Fairy: Wings of Hermes (Available 
after you discover the porn fairy)

LAB
The lab is only accessible
through the library and
becomes open to you after
you’re introduced to Beatrice
through Swingles. If you’re
looking for some hot monkey
lovin’, this is the place!
Secret Tokens
Cash
Telephone
Monkey Quarters Game
Monkey Feeding Game



SORORITY
This is the promised land, where
you’re almost assured of getting laid
and where the women flow like wine.
It’s likely the booze is also flowing,
making it even easier to find a
woman who will find you attractive.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Trampoline Game

TILLY’S OFFICE
Tilly rules the sorority with an iron
fist. She’s not your typical sorority
girl. You need to spin a lot of good lies
to get into her pants. Maybe you can
find some useful information in her
office.
Secret Tokens
Cash
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GREEK QUAD
When you want to find vomit and
missing clothing, then the Greek
quad is the place for you. It’s a
magical place to booze it up and see
hot chicks.
Secret Tokens
Cash
3 Phones
Photo Evaluation
Peep Hole into Sorority (Use after you

open up the All Nude option)
College Guy: Beer, Pruno, Tube of 

Lotion, Snazzy Suit, Formal Tie, Fake
Carnation, Fake Mustache, Snazzy
Hat

Commissar’s Bench Dance Game
Analisa Quarters Game
Porn Fairy: Secret Tokens 

(First one you need to find.)

FRAT HOUSE
If you want to meet chicks, joining a
frat is a good idea. They have a direct
connection to the sorority house. You
have to do terrible, degrading things
to become a member, but the payoff
might be worth it.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Chet: Beer, Gator Country, Moonshine 

Sonata, Canadian Quarter
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WHERE TO
MEET WOMEN

ART CLASSROOM
Some people take art classes to learn
a thing or two about art. A Swingles
man takes an art class to pick up the
nude models. 
Secret Tokens
Cash
Sexy Picture Game
Porn Fairy: Cash (Available after you
discover the porn fairy)

DANCE CLUB
Booze it up and get that funky feeling.
The dance club is a great place to
meet women and show them that you
know how to work it on the dance floor.
If you dance well enough, maybe they’ll
want to see your moves back in bed.

Secret Tokens
Cash
Photo Evaluation
Chet: Beer, Cheatin’ Woman, Coffee,
Dance Contest, Rebel Quarters, Wild
Quarters, Snazzy Suit 

VIP ROOM
Only the most important people get
into the VIP room. Any chick you meet
up there has to be someone special. If
you find one there, you should invite
her back to your dorm room and
show her how special you think she
really is.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Bartender: Beer, St. Gordo’s, Cheatin’
Woman, Espresso, Rebel Spank
Nigel: Strip Suzi, Strip Suzi 2, Strip
Barbara Jo, Strip Morgan, Loading
Screen 5, Bonus Art 5, Nude Morgan,
Nude Suzi, Nude Barbara Jo, Naughty 4
Porn Fairy: Secret Tokens (Available
after you discover the porn fairy)

NICE STREETS
Ah, the Nice Streets, where all the good,
decent people go. The sun is shining and
the birds are chirping. Enjoy the bright
sun and lush vegetation when you explore
this area.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Nigel: Strip Luba, Strip Luba 2, Bonus Art 2,
Loading Screens 2, Nude Luba, Nude Harriet,

Nude Zanna, Naughty 1
Weird Japanese Vending Machine Thingy:
Beer, Cheatin’ Woman, Coffee, Make Up Kit,
Mime Time, Prep Outfit, Shoulder Sweater,
Beeper, Expensive Watch, Visor
Underground Tunnel to Crappy Streets
(After unlocking both area through Swingles)
Porn Fairy: Secret Tokens (Available after
you discover the porn fairy) ART GALLERY

The art gallery is home to many fine
pieces of artwork and some nice
pieces of ass. Check it out if you’re
into those artsy chicks, but be
prepared to be insulted with big
words that you won’t understand.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Photo Evaluation
Nigel: Bonus Art 4, Loading Screens 4,
Nude Tilly, Nude Koko, Nude Lesbian
Ione, Naughty 3
Porn Fairy: Secret Tokens (Available
after you discover the porn fairy)



CRAPPY STREETS
Not exactly the place you want to go
on a date, Crappy Streets offers a
look at the seedy nightlife that can
exist near college campuses. It offers
a nice mix of people that you wouldn’t
want coming over to your house, but
who are fun to party with.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Photo Evaluation
Weird Japanese Vending Machine 

Thingy: Pruno, Cheatin’ Woman,
Gator Country, St. Gordo’s, Invisible
Box, Cool Outfit, Bitchin’ Gloves,
Pocket Chain, Handlebar Heaven,

Studly Hat
Nigel: Strip Bilzarbra, Bonus Art 3,

Loading Screens 3, Nude Bilzarbra,
Nude Beatrice, Nude Charlotte,
Naughty 2

Cap’n Slappin’s Spank Shanty:
Whack-A-Pole Game for Money

Broke-Ass Ho: Whack-A-Pole Game for 
Confidence

Underground Tunnel to Nice Streets
(After unlocking both areas in Swingles) 
Porn Fairy: Judd Number and Def
Leppard Arm (Available after you
discover the porn fairy)

FAT SAM’S TITTY CITY
A place for the whole family, Fat Sam’s Titty City is the
place to go for great entertainment. Drink some booze,
eat some peanuts, and watch some sexy dancing. Just
remember that there is no sex in the champagne room.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Linus: Beer, Cheatin’ Woman
Julius: Stripper Photo, Nude Spank, The Pussy Willow, The
Wild Plum, The Maori Muscle

place be? Even your Uncle Larry goes
there to hang out.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Don Dokken: Beer, Gator Country,
Pruno, Moonshine Sonata, Mini-Paint
Roller, Quarters Fun, Wet T-Shirt Game,
Cool Outfit, Bitchin’ Gloves, Pocket
Chain, Handlebar Heaven, Studly Hat
Uncle Larry (After Swingles Finals):
Everybody Naked

PLAID MART
Plaid Mart meets the shopping needs
of everyone from the Crappy Streets.
Need malt liquor? They got it. Need
Snack Shafts? They got it. And where
else can you find your favorite porn
movies like “Fecal Fetish,”
“Cockless,” and “Inter Species”?
Secret Tokens
Cash
Malt Liquor: Gator Country, Moonshine
Sonata, Cough Syrup, St.Gordo’s,
Cheatin’ Woman, Prep Outfit, Baby Oil,
Squirt Gun, Spanking Paddle, Plaid
Promo
Sweet Lou: Gator Country, Moonshine
Sonata, Cough Syrup, St.Gordo’s,
Cheatin’ Woman, Prep Outfit, Baby Oil,
Squirt Gun, Spanking Paddle, Plaid
Promo

SPARTACUS
This bar is probably one of the last
places you want to go if you’re
looking for women. If straight
women reject you at the drop of a
hat, think about how gay women will
react to you. The only good thing is
that you might find two hot girls
making out, but the bad thing is
there could be two guys who want to
make out with you.
Secret Tokens
Cash
Gay Photo Evaluation
Factory Worker Photo Evaluation
Bar: Beer, Espresso, Cheatin’ Woman,
Acting Video, Twiggy Plush Doll, Bitchin’
Gloves, Pocket Chain, Handlebar
Heaven, Studly Hat, Dance Party Game,
Cocktails Game
Guy Dahms: Beer, Espresso, Cheatin’
Woman, Acting Video, Twiggy Plush Doll,
Bitchin’ Gloves, Pocket Chain, Handlebar
Heaven, Studly Hat, Dance Party Game,
Cocktails Game

LEFTY’S TOO
This is a quaint little bar, perfect for
a date, especially if she’s into wet T-
shirt contests. How bad could the
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SWINGLES ROUND 1
Sally Mae, Ione, and Analisa

FIRST, TAKE A QUICK TUTORIAL
AROUND YOUR ROOM. When you’re
done exploring, open the door to the
dormitory. It’s time to find some
ladies. 

Your job is to talk to each girl to see if
you can trick any of them into actually
liking you. It’s going to be tough, but
you have help.

Throughout the game, Larry will
encounter many televisions and
radios. Turn on the television to try to
catch part of your favorite television
show, “Oh Yeah, That Asshole” or
some other program soon to be
banned by the FCC. Use the zoom on
your camera to get a better view of
the screen so you don’t miss any of
the action. When you find a radio,
switch it on to hear some important
information. Listen carefully because
one day it might save your life.

For each girl, you need to achieve a

SALLY MAE DRINKS
Press the correct button each time it
appears on the screen. You need to press
35 buttons correctly to get the drink
perfect, but it will turn out all right if you
miss a few. A little of this and a little of
that and your panty-peeler is almost
done.

This is the first
time you mix a
drink. On the
screen, you see
four buttons that
also appear on
your controller.
Each time a
button flashes on
the screen, hit the
same button on
your controller.
Sometimes
money icons
appear in the
button spots.
Hitting them
instead of the
right button gets
you money, but
that counts as
failing to hit the
correct button.
Make more
mistakes than the
number of heads
at the top of the
screen and you
fail.

TIP

SALLY MAE 

Boobage: Farm-Raised
Clothing for Your Floor:
Cowboy Hat,
Boots, and Daisy Dukes

Check out Sally Mae in the
dorm lounge. You could show
this farm girl a thing or two
about plowing the field!
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Piss on the wannabe guitar player trying
to impress the ladies…

…then piss on his fans!

certain number of objectives to get
her token of affection. Sometimes the
game automatically takes you to the
next objective after you’ve achieved
the first. Then you don’t have to
search for the girl at her next
location.

This is your first chance to talk to a
girl. After you start talking, swim the
little sperm on the bottom of the
screen to safety. That means hitting
only the green hearts and faces and
avoiding the objects in red.
Swimming through the green objects
keeps the heart meter located on the
bottom left corner filled, putting you
one step closer to success.

As Larry talks on the phone,
discussing Farm Aid with… himself,
control the little sperm on the bottom
of the screen. The icons don’t move
very fast, so you should have plenty of
time to hit the green ones. After you
impress Sally Mae with your
knowledge of country-western
singers, she wants a drink.

It’s time to get the drinksflowing. Check out the fullystocked bar in the lounge.
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This is one
cowgirl who’s
going to have
trouble keeping
her calves
together!

You know, it’s
not premarital
sex unless
you’re planning
on getting
married.



SALLY MAE CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Dorm Lounge
Come-On: “How ‘bout you bring me that
drink?”
Pimp Suit: Standard

It’s time to go back and talk to Sally
Mae. Are you Larry the horny college
student? 
NO!
You’re Larry the horny country music
promoter.

Be careful when you control your
little sperm. You might end up telling
her Kenny Rogers has two butts.
Still, she’ll believe it if you finish
with a full heart meter.

SALLY MAE DANCES
Opportune Location: Dorm Lounge
Come-On: “Let’s dance, boy!”
Pimp Suit: Standard

If you want to cut a rug with Sally
Mae, you need some tunes. Activate
the radio nearby to get the party
started.

Talk to Sally Mae again to get your
feet moving. Press the right buttons
to keep dancing and get Sally Mae to
jiggle in all the right places.

If you can cut a rug well

enough, you impress Sally

Mae. When she says she’s a

cowgirl who’s going to have

trouble keeping her calves

together, the farm is the last

thing on her mind.

SALLY MAE CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Dorm Lounge
Come-On: “Let’s talk some more.”
Pimp Suit: Standard
After some boozing and dancing, 
you’re on your way to getting some.
Keep up the conversation and don’t
let her go to bed. She might get
alcohol stiffness.

Be careful where you direct your
sperm during this conversation.
Running into the cameras give you
some nice shots of Sally Mae’s
cleavage. It is a glorious sight to
behold, but if you hit too many
cameras, you could strike out. Try to
avoid the cameras, but you can hit a
few if you have a full heart meter.

Here’s your first
opportunity to
show off your
dancing skills. Your
dance partner calls
out a series of
directions on the
D-pad or tells you
to press a button
and the commands
scroll across the
bottom of the
screen. Push the
command you see
under the circle at
the bottom left of
the screen. A green
check means you
did it correctly. A
red X means you
missed it.

TIP
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SALLY MAE CLIMAX
You struck up a conversation with
Sally Mae, made her drinks,
danced the two-step, and even
prevented her from getting alcohol
stiffness. Now she’s in your dorm
room for one more activity.

Just when the fun is about to
begin, she sees that Larry isn’t
Jewish. That’s one thing it’s hard to
lie about when your pants are off.

You might have struck out with
Sally Mae, but she left you her hat
as a token of affection. You’re one
step closer to getting on Swingles.

Since that didn’t work out so well,
you can move on to the next girl.
Leave the dorms to see Uma, the

host of Swingles, announcing the
show.

Uma doesn’t think you have what it
takes to be on the show. You’re not
very…attractive. You’ll show her.
Get another token of affection and
you have a better shot at being on
the show. Time to find the next girl
you have a chance of hooking up
with.

SALLY MAE QUARTERS
Opportune Location: Dorm Lounge
Come-On: “Y’all wanna play quarters
now?”
Pimp Suit: Standard
Sally Mae’s playing quarters so she
doesn’t get alcohol stiffness. You’re
playing quarters to get her drunk.
Don’t screw this up.

Every quarter you hit into the glass
makes Sally Mae take another
drink. The more drinks she has, the

more drunk she gets.

After you toss your quarter, it’s
Sally Mae’s turn. If she misses
the cup, you’re in the clear. If she
makes it, you have to drink.

Sally Mae looks like she’s had
one too many after your game of
quarters, but she’s still ready to
party. This is the moment you’ve
been working so hard for.

This is your first
time playing
quarters. When it’s
your turn, pull back
on the left thumb-
stick and then
push it forward in a
nice, even stroke.
You bounce the
quarter on the
table and,
hopefully, into the
cup. Not enough
strength and the
quarter falls short;
too much strength
and it goes long.
Make it into the
cup and your
opponent drinks. If
your opponent
makes it, you
drink. The first one
to drink too much
and fill up their
drunk meter loses.

TIP

CAUTION
Playing drinking games can get
you, well, drunk. Always piss after
drinking. Alcohol left in your
system could affect your
performance with women.
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IONE CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “I’m rather involved in my
studies, but I like a good chuckle every
now and then.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

This conversation is similar to the
others you’ve had. Direct your
sperm to avoid the red icons at the

bottom of the screen. Your crank
call involving Dean Abrahamson got
Ione’s attention. Too bad she’s
related to him.

If you want to get in her pants,
you’re going to have to help her out
and get back the dean’s bottle of
booze. It’s time to start looking.

There’s Ione, reading a book in
the upper levels of the library. A
crank call should get her
attention and loosen her up a bit.

IONE CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Girls’ Room, Near
Larry’s Room
Come-On: “I am in my room, Larry.
Please bring my uncle’s cognac.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Once you have the bottle, run to
Ione’s room (down the hall from
yours). She’s standing inside, waiting
for you to deliver the bottle.

The way to Ione’s heart, and her
sweater on your floor, is through
poetry. A nice little poem about your
cobra-headed invader ought to do
the trick. Be careful to avoid the red
icons at the bottom of the screen,
because they come a little faster
now.

You must have really piqued her
interest with your deep poetry. She’s
even willing to let loose and play
some quarters.

BUM DANCE
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “See the homeless gentleman
on the Greek quad? He is usually in
possession of liquor.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Leave the library and head for the
Greek quad nearby. There you find
The Commissar, the homeless man
you heard might have the cognac you
need.

The Commissar does have that
bottle of booze, and he only paid 28
cents for it. Unfortunately, he knows
its real value and will only sell it to
you for $500.

You don’t have that kind of money, so
you have to dance with him for it.
This dance goes from really slow to
really fast, so be prepared. Keep up
with the commissar and he gives you
the bottle of cognac.
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IONE

Boobage: Well-Read
Clothing for Your Floor:
Green Sweater, Skirt and
Glasses
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I’ve never
actually made
love to a man
before. I’m
saving myself
for someone I
find attractive.

Look, if you’re
going to throw
your virginity
away, can I
have the box it
came in?
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IONE CLIMAX
Your makeover skills are outstanding.
Ione looks like a million bucks and
the good news is, she’s ready to get it
on.

The bad news is she’s saving herself
for someone she’s actually attracted
to. She wants you to wear a strap-on
so she can get a sense of what it’s
like without actually doing it.

Things don’t work out quite how you’d
like them to. Something spoiled the
mood. Maybe it was when Ione’s
roommate turned on the lights.
Maybe it was those Funions you ate.
Or maybe it was the strap-on dildo

you put on Ione’s beloved teddy bear
so she’d have sex with it in the dark.

Who can tell what went wrong? This
party’s over, so mosey on out of there.
At least you get the head of her bear
as a token of affection.

With two tokens of
affection, you could
go back to Uma
and try your luck
with Swingles, but
you still have
another lady on
your list who might
want to see your
manhood.

TIP

IONE MAKEOVER
Opportune Location: Girls’ Dorm Room
Come-On: “I am ready for my
makeover.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

The makeover costs you $5 for
makeup and girly stuff, but the
money is well spent if you can
make Ione look somewhat doable.
The makeover is just like mixing
drinks: when a button comes up on
the screen, hit the same one on
your controller.

The buttons appear very slowly,
giving you plenty of time to hit the
correct one. Keep up the good
work, because you want Ione to
look as good as she can.

IONE QUARTERS
Opportune Location: Girls’ Dorm Room
Come-On: “Do you want to play
quarters?”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Somehow you convinced Ione the
bookworm to play quarters. Don’t
let her steely glare from behind
those glasses throw you off.
Concentrate and make a nice fluid
motion with the thumbstick to get
the quarter in the cup.

You made another one into the cup!
That means Ione has to drink
again. She can really put the beer
away. Keep making your shots until
Ione is smashed.

IONE CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Girls’ Dorm Room
Come-On: “Please come talk to me. I
am in my room.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Ione is feeling a little tipsy and has
invited you back to her room. The
only problem is her looks. Since
there are no paper bags around,
maybe you could suggest a
makeover.

The red icons speed toward your
little sperm at the bottom of the
screen pretty fast, so do some
quick maneuvering to avoid them.
Your “compliments” should have
her wanting a makeover in a hurry.
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ANALISA CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “I’m takin’ a little break from
the frat party.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Analisa looks bored standing in front
of the dormitory. Maybe you can

show her a good time.

Move your sperm at the bottom of
the screen and hit the green icons.
Convince her that the two of you
have something in common.
It sounds like the two of you have

some family issues. With two
dysfunctional families, you are
meant for each other. After this
conversation, Analisa invites you to a
game of quarters.

ANALISA CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Frat House
Come-On: “When you’re ready, come
talk to me. I’m by the bar in the frat.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

The quarters table is on the porch of
the frat house. Looks like some big
guy is blocking your way inside.

Supernaut is guarding the door, and
even though he just let a lot of
people in free, you still have to pay
$5. Make that $10 after you try to
argue with him.

It might sound like a lot of money,
but if you want to go where the
women are, you pay. You pay with
every last dollar you have. Inside
you find Analisa standing by the pile
of kegs.

It’s time to talk to Analisa. As you
direct your sperm at the bottom of
the screen, watch out for the red
beer mugs– there are a lot of them.
Hitting too many makes you drunk
and slows down your reflexes.

ANALISA QUARTERS
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “Come back to the table in
front of the frat when you’re ready to
lose again.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Analisa keeps adjusting her boobs
during the game. Maybe her chest
really is hindering her game of
quarters. That’s okay, because a
win is a win for you.

Analisa isn’t happy to lose. But
since she hasn’t put out a hit on
you yet, she may actually be inter-
ested in you. Keep it up.

Analisa looks like she could

really drink you under the table.

Make sure you aim straight and

move the thumbstick gently.

Your big talk about standing up to your
Pops really impressed her. That’s the
only thing you have going for you, so
keep up the tough-guy image.
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Opportune Location: Frat House
Come-On: “Daddy’s going to be so mad.
Let’s do it.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Analisa sounds excited about jumping
on the trampoline. She might even buy
the part about the loser having to strip.

Press the correct buttons to bounce
higher and fill up your heart meter.

Press enough correct buttons and
Analisa jiggles around in her bra and
panties as she bounces on the
trampoline. Keep pressing the correct
buttons until the game is over.

ANALISA TRAMPOLINE

WORDS OF ADVICE
This is your first time using the trampoline. As you bounce, your opponent calls out directions on
the D-pad and the commands scroll across the bottom of the screen. Press the buttons you see
under the circle in the bottom left of the screen. A green check means you did it correctly; a red X
means you missed it.

ANALISA CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come-On: “I’m by the trampoline.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Analisa’s dad has quite the control
over her. You better help her out and
talk to him. With him in the way,
you’ll never get any from her.

This conversation game has lots of
red cameras. It’s fun to look at
Analisa’s breasts, but it could cost
you the girl. Swim for the green
icons.

You really pissed off her Pops. He’s
on campus and wants to do very bad
things to you. Getting his daughter
nearly naked probably didn’t help
matters much. You’d better get her
back to your dorm room quick!

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS

Monkey Nuts
1 part banana liquor
1 part hazelnut liquor
1 part Irish Cream
1 part vodka
2 parts milk

(Add whipped cream to the top to give
this drink a happy ending.)

ANALISA

Boobage: Spicy Meatballs
Clothing for Your Floor:
Black Miniskirt and Black
Top with Leopard-Print Trim



Hey fucko, I
ain’t Mexican
you prick. I’m
Italian.

You want to go
to breakfast?
Should I call
you or nudge
you?
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You end up back in your room with a
scantily clad Analisa. All you need is a
little smooth music to set the mood.
Unfortunately, all you hear is that
Analisa’s father is going to rip your
nuts off.

As hard as it is to leave Analisa
standing in your room wearing

nothing but a black bra and panties,
you need to make a hasty exit out the
window.

You might not have gotten laid, but at
least you’re alive. And you also got
fish wrapped in paper as a token of
affection.

ANALISA GOONS
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come-On: “Larry, you gotta help me get
outta here quick!”
Pimp Suit: Standard

You need to get Analisa back to your
place quick. Head for the first yellow
star on the bridge nearby. Analisa
automatically follows you.

Run through the glowing stars to

collect the items you need. An
indicator in the top right corner of
the screen tells you how many items
you have and how many you still
need. As you run around, be careful
of those who try to stop you. If they
touch you, your game is over. You
can temporarily stop people from
chasing you by pressing � to throw
down a cheesy snack. After you
collect the last item, head for your
final destination, pointed out by a

white arrow on the screen.

A path of glowing stars leads you to
the library and up the stairs. Keep
running so those goons don’t catch
you.

Once you have all 10 stars, head
back to the dormitory. Touch the
glowing icon in the doorway and
you’ve made it back safely.

ANALISA CLIMAX
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SIDE QUEST

FRAT TRAMPOLINE
Opportune Location: Frat House
Initiation: Prove to the DIO boys you’re a
man, at least on the trampoline.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Go talk to Big Daddy War Pig at the
frat house to start your pledge
process. Bring some money because
it’ll cost you $10. Remember: You’re
doing this for the women.

Pledging DIO is a very prestigious
thing. They have long-standing rules
and traditions about who they let in.
You have to bounce on a trampoline
to prove you’re worthy.

Your opponent is from the sorority
house across the way, and she’s
good. Try to keep up with the buttons
she calls out, because they come
fast, especially near the end.

Don’t get distracted by her jiggle.
Complete the trampoline initiation
and you’re closer to becoming a full
member of the frat.

Opportune Location: Main Campus
Objective: Impress those folks at
Swingles with your trampoline skills.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Since you have at least two tokens of
affection, talk to Uma at the Swingles
booth at the main campus.

Uma gives you a chance to be on
Swingles. All you have to do is out-
tramp the girl on the trampoline.

This trampoline exercise is a piece of
cake. The directional callouts don’t
come very fast and are pretty spread
out.

Jumping on the trampoline doesn’t
have to be all work. Find time to
watch the trampoline girl shake her
naughty parts.

SWINGLES 1



SWINGLES ROUND 2
Harriet, Zanna, and Luba

YOU’VE ACCOMPLISHED A LOT
ALREADY. You started pledging a frat
and you met available beautiful
women who you came very close to
hooking up with. Don’t get
discouraged: Those girls were just
practice; more are waiting for you.
You made it farther into Swingles and
now you have a shot at Harriet,
Zanna, and Luba. Get ready to pour
some more drinks and weave some
more lies to accomplish your goal:
Get these girls into the sack.

HARRIET CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come-On: “Do you wanna buy some
raffle tickets?”
Pimp Suit: Standard

There’s Harriet practicing her jaw
harp outside the library. Go over and
start talking to her.

This is this first
time you play the
slapping game.
When it’s your turn
to do the slapping,
keep hitting the �
to get your power
up. As you do so,
be sure to lightly
tap � to perform
little fakes to throw
off your opponent.
Press � hard
when you’re ready
to slap. You can
also tap the �
button on defense
to perform fakes.
Pressing � hard
pulls your hands
away, hopefully to
avoid the hit. When
somebody misses,
the turn goes to
the next person.

TIP
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Harriet really knows how to use her
mouth. Not only does she play the
jaw harp, but she can talk your ear
off. Keep her talking to keep her
interested.

This conversation exercise is pretty
easy. There are a few red cameras
that can get in your way, but there
are lots of green hearts for you to
pick up at the end of the conver-
sation.

HARRIET SLAPS
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come-On: “Get over here, sweetie pie:
I’m gonna slap your hands raw!”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Keep hitting the � button to power
up your slap. Get as much power
behind your slap as possible. You
have 15 seconds to power up, which
should be plenty.

As you power up, keep tapping �
and try to get Harriet to flinch. After
she pulls away, wait for her to set
her hands back on yours and then

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Piss on the drunken frat guy. He'll never
know who did it.

HARRIET

Boobage: Band Freaky
Clothing for Your Floor:
Band Uniform and Jaw Harp
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Yes, I’ve 
been
so bad!

quickly slap away.

When Harriet’s on offense, look out.
Tap your � button to fake her out,
then press it hard when you want to
completely pull your hands away.
Slap Harriet’s hands enough and
you win the game.

Harriet didn’t like losing, but she
didn’t seem to mind getting
slapped. Those band girls can get
kind of freaky. She even wants to
meet you at the club.

Could I have
your picture so
I can show
Santa what I
want for
Christmas?



In this game, you
have to deliver
something to a
certain number  of
people. In this
case, it’s your job
to deliver school
spirit to the other
students. Stand
next to Harriet to
fill up on school
spirit, and then run
up to the other
students and press
� to pass it off.
You can tag more
than one student at
a time if they are
close enough
together. You have
a limited amount of
time to deliver the
school spirit, and a
limited amount of
time to play the
game, so work
fast.

TIP
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Opportune Location: Dance Club
Come- On: ”Does the Power Station play
any Sousa?”
Pimp Suit: Standard
Head toward the Nice Streets and

into the dance club. There you find
Harriet, still practicing that jaw harp.

Larry seems to have lost his
motivation. Talking to Harriet at the
club isn’t doing it for him, but keep
your sperm swimming to stay in the
game. There’s lots of alcohol to
watch out for.

As your sperm swims, Larry takes a
break and gets a little pep talk from
the makers of the game. Hang in
there, because there are better-
quality women to come.

HARRIET CHAT 2

HARRIET MASCOT
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come- On: “C’mon Larry! Spread that
school spirit!”
Pimp Suit: Twiggy Outfit

You’re full of school spirit and
ready to share it. Give it to the
students nearby. A little Twiggy
icon over their heads indicates
they have the spirit.

Don’t forget to run back to Harriet
to fill up on school spirit. She has
more than she can handle.

Run toward the library to find
more students. Jazz up 10
students and you’ve given away
enough school spirit to complete
the game.

HARRIET CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come- On: “Get over here,. Larry. We’ve
got a crisis!”
Pimp Suit: Standard

The person who plays the school
mascot, Twiggy, is sick. You don’t have
much school spirit, but if Twiggy gets
Harriet this hot and horny, you’d
better volunteer to take over.

The red icons at the bottom of the
screen tend to come in bunches.
Navigate your way through them and
try to ignore the part where Harriet
starts speaking in tongues. She’s 
still doable.

Run over the glowing stars
on the ground to get a time
extension if you run low on
time.



Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come-On: ”Meet on campus, Twiggy. I
have a game I want to play with you.”
Pimp Suit: Twiggy Outfit

See? You knew there was
something freaky about Harriet. A
little light S&M never really hurt
anyone, right?

HARRIET SPANKING

HARRIET
CLIMAX

Harriet likes how much wood
you’re sporting. It’s time to give it
to her Twiggy style.

Hey, what’s that guy doing?

The sex was great. A little bit
creepy, but still great. But calling
her mom to tell her the two of you
are engaged just spoils the mood.
That’s when it’s time to leave. 

Harriet was good for a fun time in
the sack, even if you had to be
Twiggy. It’s even better that her
head didn’t spin around, spitting
up vomit. Take the jaw harp you
got as a token of affection, and get
out of there!

When the button comes up on the
screen, hit the corresponding button
on the controller. Hit the right button
and you spank Harriet just the way
she likes it.



ZANNA CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “I am being so lost. Can you
help me?”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Zanna is waiting for you outside the
sorority house in the Greek quad.
Go up to her and start talking.

Zanna is from a faraway land and
doesn’t speak very good English.

She’s just the kind of girl that you
have a chance with.

As you swim, direct your sperm
toward the little bomb icons. They
destroy the red icon ahead, clearing
a danger-free path for you. Finish
your conversation to take Zanna
wherever she wants to go.

ZANNA INS
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “Mr. Larry, please help me
find labbitory.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Zanna’s INS papers are scattered
all over the Greek quad and you
have to collect all 30 of them. To
make matters worse, INS agents
are all over the place trying to
stop you. You have limited time,
so start running.

Collect the papers and drop some
Cheese Mummies when the
agents get too close. That stops
them long enough for you to get
away.

After you collect all the papers
under the time limit, get out of
there. Head for the entrance back
to the main campus and touch the
glowing icon to complete this
task.
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Don’t run onto the
porches of the frat or

sorority houses
because agents are

waiting there to trap
you.

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS
Hooligan Hates
You
1 part Jager
1 part tequila
1 part peppermint schnapps
Dash of hot sauce

(A surefire way to break up a friendship,
this is not for the weak of stomach.)

ZANNA

Boobage:
Communist Pillows
Clothing for Your Floor:
Peasant Dress and 
Knee-High Socks
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I am so 
very much
excited!

If I could
rearrange the
alphabet, I’d
put U and I
together.
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ZANNA CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “Let us speak of many tings.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy suit

Finally you made it into heaven,
otherwise known as a sorority house.
There are plenty of angels around, but
you need to talk to Zanna, dancing
near the fireplace.

Okay, so you made it back to her
place. Now all you have to do is find
the right words to make her under-
stand what comes next. Does she
understand the real meaning of
“doing the bouncy bouncy?”

The conversation game has your
sperm swimming pretty fast, but the
red icons aren’t too close together, so
you should be able to maneuver
around them. Be sure to hit the
bombs when you see them.

Zanna has probably been drinking
her whole life and her tolerance is
really high. You need to get a lot of
quarters into the cup to get her
smashed.

Zanna isn’t one of these American
college girls who can only drink
light beer. She likes hers dark and
thick, and she can really suck it
down!

ZANNA CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “Please leave me alone. I
am doing nothink.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Zanna is looking at some kind of
machinery on the porch of the
sorority house. What is she up to?

There are more bombs that your
sperm has to swim through to
clear a path in the conversation
game. Try not to hit the beer mugs,
or you get drunk and your sperm
can’t swim straight.

Zanna sure is acting weird. Could
she be a spy? She wants to party
for now, so it doesn’t really matter.

ZANNA QUARTERS
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “You come to taste defeat
again at quarters?”
Pimp Suit: Standard

If you want to play quarters, you
have to pay Zanna $5. This
communist beauty picked up
capitalism pretty fast.



Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “I will defeat you at
michoko!”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy suit

Unfortunately, Zanna thought “doing
the bouncy bouncy” meant jumping
on a trampoline. Maybe if you beat

ZANNA TRAMPOLINE

ZANNA
CLIMAX

She doesn’t take defeat too well.
After losing on the trampoline, a
rocket pack forms on her back.

She blasts into the sky, blowing
up into tiny little pieces, pretty
much ruining your chances of
getting laid by her.

Zanna might be dead and gone,
but at least you got a jar of
borscht as a token of affection
from her. USA rules!

her there, you can do a different kind
of ”bouncy bouncy.”

Zanna’s directional callouts are really
easy to follow. They don’t come very
fast or too close together. You have
Zanna in her underwear and can win
the game in no time.
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Blind those scary eyes in the wall with
some of your warm urine.
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Opportune Location: Dance Club
Come-On: “Man, the Power Station is
sooo boring.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

There’s Luba standing next to the bar.
Somehow, I think you’ll find her there
a lot.

The conversation game with Luba has
a lot of beer icons. Since you’re
already a little drunk, hitting any beer
icons sends you over the top and
makes your sperm swim erratically.

Luba has had sex with almost
everyone around campus. You might
actually have a shot with her. Keep
up the conversation about sex and
make her think you’re a wild man.

That girl can really put away the
drinks. After you’re done drinking,
you can follow her to the trampoline
to get it on.

LUBA CHAT 1

LUBA TRAMPOLINE
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Come-On: “Anytime you wanna jump,
come see me.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Luba is standing next to the
trampolines. She’s good at all
kinds of bouncy bouncy games.

Press the correct commands as
they pass under the circle in the
bottom left of the screen. A green
check mark means you did it
correctly.

Don’t get too distracted by Luba’s
jiggly parts. You need to pass this
game if you want any chance of
scoring with her.

Luba is too hot for you to talk to
sober. Get some liquid courage by
downing a beer from the bar and
you’re good to go.

Luba is too hot for
you to talk to
sober. Get some
liquid courage by
downing a beer
from the bar and
you’re good to go.

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS
Arachnid Hole
1 part Jager
1 part kalua
1 part root beer shnapps

(What lurks in the black recesses of an
arachnid hole?)

LUBA

Boobage: Easy and Often
Clothing for Your Floor:
White Half Shirt, Hip-
Hugger Pants, and a 
Red G-String
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The last time I
did laundry I got
so hammered I
ended up having
sex with the
janitor guy in one
of the dryers!”

Hey baby,
what say we
go behind that
rock and get a
little boulder?
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LUBA CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Dance Club
Come-On: “Larry, I’ve got a story for
you.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Luba was starting to sober up, and
that’s a bad thing. Luckily, she went
back to the dance club to pound a
few more. Talk to her to see how
she’s doing.

This conversation game has more
beers. What did you expect from
talking to Luba? Avoid the alcohol
and aim for the green hearts.

Luba is ready to have sex… with

you! But before she does, she’s
going to need lots of alcohol.

LUBA DRINKS
Opportune Location: Dance Club
Come-On: “Mix me up something
strong.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

There’s the drink station at the bar.
You can mix up something special
and strong for Luba.

When a button appears on the
screen, hit the corresponding
button on your controller. You must
hit 30 buttons correctly to make her
drink perfect.

LUBA QUARTERS
Opportune Location: Dance Club
Come-On: “Let’s play some quarters.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Luba can put away a lot of beers.
Luckily, she’s already half- drunk.
Unfortunately, so are you.

Keep using smooth strokes to
maneuver the thumbstick. Movement
can be a little delayed the more you
drink, but don’t overcompensate.
Keep getting the quarters in the cup
and after another few beers, she’s
smashed.

LUBA CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “This bench by the frat looks
kinda romantic.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

It looks like this is going to be it. Luba
has stripped down to her red bra and
g-string and is ready to get it on.

This conversation game can be kinda
difficult when you’re drunk. You’re
going to have to really concentrate to
get the sperm where you want it to
go. It’s also a short game, so every
green icon counts.

The public bench in the Greek quad
seemed like such a nice place to do
the hoo-ha, but with the security
guard threatening you and The
Commissar looking for change, you
should find somewhere a little more
private.
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Oh yeah, this is it. The moment you’ve been waiting for.
Luba is naked and in your bed.

What are The Commissar, Russell, and the security 
guard doing in your room!? Why do they have to be 
cock-blockin’ you?

Luba hasn’t had a fivesome in a long time. She’s going to
have to wait even longer because you’re outta there!

No sex with Luba, but you did get her beer bong as a token
of affection.

LUBA CLIMAX

Opportune Location: Frat House
Initiation: A great way to impress the
guys at DIO is to show them your
bartending skills.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Go back to the frat house and talk
to Big Daddy War Pig. Don’t forget
to bring $10 to continue the
pledge process. There’s going to
be a party, but you have to mix the
drinks.

When you see a button appear on
the screen, press the same button
on your controller. Press 40
buttons correctly to make the best
drink.

As you make the drink, watch out
for the money buttons. If you go
for them, you might miss the real
buttons you need to hit.

Opportune Location: Main Campus
Objective: Show those folks at Swingles
you’re a dancing machine!
Pimp Suit: Standard

Head back to the Swingles set and
talk to Uma. She’s impressed with
what you’ve done so far and tells you
to get on the stage for the dance
contest.

This dance competition can be tough.
Analisa calls out a lot of directions on
the D-pad that are close together.
Keep those fingers moving.

Keep up with Analisa and you pass
the dance challenge.

SWINGLES 2

SIDE QUEST

FRAT MIXED DRINKS



SWINGLES ROUND 3
Beatrice, Charlotte, Bilzarbra, and Sweet Lou

YOU’RE ON THE ROAD TO LIVING
THE SWINGLES LIFESTYLE. Women
have come and gone in your life and
you’re still looking for the next hook-
up. You don’t have to look for long
because more girls are waiting to talk
to you. Beatrice, Charlotte, and
Bilzarbra are single and available.
Get out there and try your hardest to
score.

BEATRICE CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Lab
Come-On: “Come to my office in the lab
if you’d like to discuss your test scores.”
Pimp Suit: Geek

Beatrice is sitting at her desk in the
lab. She might be an older woman,
but she’d still be good in the sack.

The red icons come pretty fast at your
little sperm, so be prepared. Luckily
there are plenty of green hearts for
you to swim through as well.

This is your first
time playing this
kind of game. Run
along the end of
the rows and toss
bowls of food at
the monkeys as
they appear at the
other end. Grab
any empty bowls
that are sent back
your way. Don’t let
the monkeys get to
the end of the row
near you, grab any
empty bowls that
are sent back your
way and don’t
send any food
down a row where
there aren’t any
monkeys or you
lose. Clear five
waves of monkeys
and you win.

TIP

If you’ve had seven years of fun at
college already, why should you quit
now? But you haven’t done so well in
Beatrice’s class. Help her out and
maybe she’ll find a special way to
thank you.

BEATRICE FEEDING
Opportune Location: Lab
Come- On: “Please feed the monkeys.
They’re through that door with the
fork on it.”
Pimp Suit: Geek

There are a lot of monkeys and
they all look hungry. Send multiple
bowls down a row when you see
monkeys starting to line up.

Grab the empty bowls before they
slide off the edge. And watch out
for monkey shit. That’s pretty
gross.

Clear five waves of monkeys and
you pass the challenge. That
should make Beatrice very, very
happy.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

The soft, fluffy bunnies make nice
moving targets.

BEATRICE

Boobage: Hot For Teacher
Clothing for Your Floor: Lab
Coat and Glasses
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I hope you get
anally fisted by
a gorilla, you
bastard!

Uh, excuse me,
I’m new in town.
Can you please
give me direc-
tions to your
apartment?



When you are
playing Whack-a-
pole, the banana
peel can
sometimes cause
you to lose sight of
the ball. When the
ball is moving at
high rates of
speed, it is easy to
let it bounce off the
screen. Try to get
the Vaseline to
slow it down.

TIP
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Opportune Location: Lab
Come-On: “Larry, Leopold needs the
exercise.”
Pimp Suit: Geek

Leopold the monkey is masturbating
way too much. Beatrice wants you to
distract him for a little bit. What can

you do that will take his mind off
spanking his own monkey?

Quarters! The only thing monkeys
love doing more than playing
quarters is throwing their own poop
and masturbating. But Leopold is up
for a little game of quarters.

Leopold is pretty good at playing
quarters. He can make a lot of his
shots, which means that you’d better
be pretty good at making yours.

Nobody likes a drunk monkey.
Especially one as rude as Leopold.

BEATRICE QUARTERS

BEATRICE CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Lab
Come-On: “I’d like to speak to you again,
Larry. Come to my office.”
Pimp Suit: Geek

This conversation game can be really
challenging. The red icons come at
your swimming sperm pretty fast, so
get ready for them. Hit the bombs
when you see them.

Beatrice is upset when she finds out
her husband is leaving her because
she wants a baby. When you start to
undo your pants to help her out, she
faints. There’s no pleasing some
people.

Somehow you can hear Leopold the
monkey speak and it sounds like he
really loves Beatrice. Well, shooting
his monkey love all over her body
might not exactly be considered love,
but he’s a monkey. What can you do?

BEATRICE CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Lab
Come-On: “Go see about that pesky
monkey. He’s acting strange lately.”
Pimp Suit: Geek

Leopold tricks you into thinking
the giant machine in the corner
will give you candy if you press
the button. What it actually does
is switch your brain with his.

With his brain in your body,
Leopold tries to seduce Beatrice.
He might have some smooth
words, but he still has your body.

When your sperm is swimming,
avoid the red icons and beer
mugs. They come at you pretty
fast but they’re spaced out
enough so that you should be
able to avoid hitting them.



Opportune Location: Lab
Come-On: —
Pimp Suit: Geek

Move those monkey hands to keep
the ball in play. It moves pretty fast,
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BEATRICE BANANA

BEATRICE
CLIMAX

After you get the banana to the
top, you can shoot it out of the
cage and hit the button on the
brain-exchanging machine.

You get your mind back in your
own body, but the damage has
already been done by Leopold as
you take a punch to the face from
Beatrice.

Hooking it up with your professor
was a long shot, but at least you
tried. And you did manage to get a
Colobus Sample as a token of
affection.

so you have to judge where you think
the ball will bounce.

Look at that banana rise! You’re
almost there. Hit the top and you win.

NOTE
This is your first mandatory
encounter with the whack-a-pole
game. Use the monkey hands on
either side of the screen to keep
the ball from bouncing away.
Each time you hit the ball, the
banana in the center of the
screen grows larger. When the
banana hits the bell at the top you
win. Collect power-ups that
appear in the center of the screen
as you play.

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS

Blamo’s Blue
Balls
1 part Blue Curacao
2 parts orange vodka

(When the pain gets too much for you to
bear, try this shot.)



CHARLOTTE CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Main campus
Come-On: “If you’d like to help the
cause, come speak to me.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Go back to the main campus and
you find Charlotte yelling at people
with her bullhorn, trying to get
people to support her cause.

The red icons come fast at your little
sperm. Don’t hit the red cameras or
you take a good look at her chest.
Not a good way to impress the
ladies.

The security guard wants to shut
down Charlotte’s protest. Your act of
streaking should shut him up and
give you some points toward scoring
with Charlotte.

CHARLOTTE FLIERS
Opportune Location: Main campus
Come-On: “Let the student body
know about the horrors that are
taking place right under their very
noses.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

It’s time to pass out fliers for
Charlotte. This game works just
like when you fed the monkeys
except there won’t be any poop
flying in your direction this time.

Those bastard kids! Get the paper
airplane before it reaches the end
of the row.

Clear out four waves of interested
college kids and you complete the
task and are one step closer to
getting Charlotte out of her
clothes.
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

The Alpha Bull is the pride of your
school. If the birds can do their business
on it, so can you.

CHARLOTTE

Boobage:
Anti-Establishment
Clothing for Your Floor:
Camouflaged Bandana and
Shorts, Red Shirt, and
Combat Boots
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Erectile
dysfunction?
Well, you
could have
fooled me.

I’ll cook you
dinner if you
cook me
breakfast.
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CHARLOTTE CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Main campus
Come-On: “Big meeting! Be there!”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Charlotte has called this important
meeting to discuss the rescue of the
monkey. Even Luba and Russell are
there.

Swim your sperm through the quick-
moving obstacles. Avoid the
snowflakes or your little guy freezes
in place.

The meeting falls apart fast after

Russell eats your doughnut. But
Charlotte pulls it together in the end
and assigns everyone jobs in the
rescue.

handy. Charlotte is tired of the
normal protest measures and
thinks it’s time for some vandalism.

You’re going to spray-paint the bull
as a sign of protest. When you see a
button on the screen, press the
same button on your controller.

The spray-painting goes well. The
bull’s balls have never looked so
colorful!

CHARLOTTE CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Main campus
Come-On: “Larry, I need you to give a
speech to assuage the public.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Charlotte wants you to speak to the
people about the monkey problem.
Your sperm is going to have to do a
lot of swimming, because this is a
long speech.

This is the first conversation game
where you see the white icons that
look like snowflakes. Don’t touch
these or your sperm freezes at that

location for a little bit and hits
anything in its way.

The crowd loved your speech. You
might have freaked them out a
little bit with the part about
orangutan porn, but they were still
captivated.

CHARLOTTE VANDAL
Opportune Location: Main campus
Come-On: “We will desecrate their
symbol of male virility: the bull.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Supporting the cause can be
expensive. Make sure you have $10



Opportune Location: Nice streets
Come-On: “Escort the monkey through
the streets. He must escape safely.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

There’s Beatrice and Leopold
staring through the window. Now’s
your chance to start the rescue.

Collect the keys scattered around

CHARLOTTE ESCAPE

You escaped with Leopold and
brought him back to your dorm
room where Charlotte was
waiting.

She seems a little shocked with
how much the monkey mastur-
bates, and she seems a little mad
when he ruins her shoes.

Charlotte leaves but not before
you get DAS KAPITAL as a token
of affection from her.

the area, avoiding the “man” as you go.

If the people chasing you get too close,
drop some Cheese Mummies to slow
them down.

After you get all 37 keys, run for the
entrance to the main campus. Touch
the glowing icon in the doorway to
complete your objective.
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Show Officer Beazer what you really
think of him.

CHARLOTTE
CLIMAX
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Opportune Location: Plaid Mart
Come-On: “I’m renting some videos over
at Plaid Mart. Maybe you can help me.”
Pimp Suit: Preppy

There’s Bilzarbra standing in line at
Plaid Mart. Make sure you’re dressed
nice or she won’t have anything to do
with you.

Swim your sperm around the red icon

at the bottom of the screen. As you
do so, that videogame machine
keeps trying to antagonize you.

The path your sperm has to swim
isn’t so rough, and there are no
special icons you have to watch out
for. Near the end of the conversation
you find out Bilzarbra is renting
porn. Maybe you can fill her in on
what are the best pornos.

BILZARBRA CHAT 1

BILZARBRA TANTRUM
Opportune Location: Gay Bar Entrance
Come-On: “Larry, I wanna get in to
Spartacus!”
Pimp Suit: Preppy

Helmut won’t let you into the club.
It’s an underwear party and there’s
no fatties allowed. That means
you!

You just have to press the right
buttons to get into this place. As
soon as a button appears on the
screen, press the same one on
your controller.

You have to press 35 buttons to get
it perfect. Luckily, you can miss
five and still get in, but try to get it
perfect. When you get it right, you
can enter the club.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Jazz up the coffee in the library with
your special ingredient.

BILZARBRA

Boobage: Pornstar Pretty
Clothing for Your Floor:
Light Blue Waitress Outfit



This is a
rock-hard
glistening
mega-boner
to be sure.

Your legs must
be tired
because you’ve
been running
through my
mind all night.
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This is the first
time you have to
take pictures. The
colors at the top of
the screen indicate
the quality of the
pictures. The more
lights you see lit
up, the better the
picture. When the
picture looks good,
press � to snap it.
You can only take
six shots, so make
sure they count.
Sometimes a
picture might not
look good from far
away. If that’s the
case, use the D-
pad to zoom in for
tighter shots.

TIP

BILZARBRA CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come- On: “Larry, I’m sitting in
Spartacus! Do I have a story for you!”
Pimp Suit: Preppy

Bilzarbra is hanging out at the gay
bar. Not only did you have to dress
up for her, but now you have to pay
$10 to take her out. You better hope
she gives it up.

Watch out for the martini glasses.
Hitting those make you drunk, just
like hitting the beer icons.

Bilzarbra sure does talk a lot, and if
she’s talking, she’s not taking off
her clothes. Maybe helping her take
some photos would do the trick.

BILZARBRA PHOTO
Opportune Location: Art Classroom
Come- On: “C’mon. Let’s take some
photos!”
Pimp Suit: Preppy
Bilzarbra is chatting on the phone

while she waits for you in the art
classroom. Don’t keep her waiting
too long.

Something happened to Bilzarbra’s
photos so she has nothing to show
you. Lucky for her, you have a
camera. First you can take the
photos she wants and maybe later
the one that you’d like to see.

When Bilzarbra poses for the
pictures, stay where you are and
keep your camera focused on her.
Wait until four indicator lights are lit
at the top of the screen, and then
take your shot. Those are some of
the best money shots you can get.

It’s important to wait for good shots,
but there is a time limit, so you
can’t wait forever. Your six shots are
evaluated, and if you beat the
expected score, you win.
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Opportune Location: Crappy Bar
Come-On: “Sorry, I had to get back to work at Lefty’s.”
Pimp Suit: Preppy

The red drink icons come fast and furious in this
conversation. If you hit too many, try to swim through
the coffee icons to sober up.

Having Bilzarbra read your porno script might do the
trick to get her naked and in the mood.

Just when you thought you had her to yourself, that
darn video game shows up. It must have used a long
extension cord to get all the way there.

[06C-060.tif]
You’re going to practice your porno moves with
Bilzarbra. Every time a button flashes on screen, you
need to press the same button on your controller.

BILZARBRA CHAT 3

BILZARBRA ACTING
Opportune Location: Crappy Bar
Come-On: “Larry, I need help going over
my lines.”
Pimp Suit: Preppy

You’re going to practice your porno
moves with Bilzarbra. Every time a

button flashes on screen, you need
to press the same button on your
controller.

The stand-up video game calls out
the moves and you two act them out.
Oh yeah! That’s hot.

After the acting is over, you get to
watch porn on a fuzzy black-and-
white TV with Bilzarbra and the video
game machine. Who said dreams
can’t come true?

So you didn’t get to give Bilzarbra the
money shot, but you did get a signed
glossy as a token of affection. 

BILZARBRA CLIMAX
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Opportune Location: Plaid Mart
Objective: Snap a Cheesecake Shot of
Sweet Lou for The Commissar.
Pimp Suit: Standard

There’s The Commissar standing next
to Plaid Mart. Talk to him to see what
he wants.

The Commissar wants some sweet
pictures of Sweet Lou for his fantasy

file. He particularly likes her ass.
Swallow the vomit that you just
brought up and get those pictures for
your friend.

Use your zoom to get up in there for
the close-up of that ass. When all the
indicator lights are glowing, snap the
picture to get the best shot that you
can.

Beat a score of 190 with your six
pictures and you pass this challenge.
Good work.

SWEET LOU
PHOTO

SWEET LOU CHAT
Opportune Location: Plaid Mart
Come- On: “Larry, man, I needs some
lovin’.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

The Commissar is falling apart
after being kicked out of the store.
You need to go into Plaid Mart and
give Sweet Lou a cookie from him
to make him feel better.

Your sperm isn’t going to be happy
with this conversation. There are
lots of beer mugs that get you
drunk and cameras that give you a
close-up of Sweet Lou’s bosom.
Try to avoid both at all costs.

Sweet Lou seems like she’s
hopped up on something. Quickly
finish the conversation so you can
get out of there.

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS

The Bob-O
2 parts orange vodka
4 parts orange juice
1 part Triple Sec
Dash of Orange Bitters

(Rise and shine with this orange
shot…and maybe some hot porn star
you picked up the night before.)

SWEET LOU

Boobage: Old and Saggy
Clothing for Your Floor:
Clothes Stay On!



SWINGLES 3
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Objective: Get Sweetwater’s Ho out
of the Swingles Van. The Show Must
Go On!
Pimp Suit: Standard

A hooker is using the Swingles
van to turn tricks. If you get her
out, Uma moves you up on the
contestant list.

Run by Uma to get a mean insult
to deliver to the johns walking
around. Press � when you get
close, but make sure no hos are
around to hear.

You need to deliver your insult
quickly or time will run out and
you’ll forget what to say. Get rid of
all eight Johns to complete this
task.
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SIDE QUEST

FRAT ADVERTISING

SIDE QUEST

SWEETWATER
PIMPIN’

Opportune Location: Frat House
Initiation: Spread the word: DIO’s
havin’ a par-tay!
Pimp Suit: Standard

Big Daddy War Pig wants this
party to be tits. You need to go out
and invite 10 women to the party
while avoiding inviting any guys.

Get an invitation from Big Daddy
War Pig standing in front of the
frat house and deliver it to girls
around the Greek quad. To deliver
the invitation, press � when you
get close. Just make sure no
dudes are standing by or they get
invited as well.

Try to find women standing
together so they all get the
invitation at the same time. Pass
out at least 10 invitations to the
ladies and you ensure that it
won’t be a sausage party.

Opportune Location: Crappy Streets
Initiation: “Hey man, hustle me up some bitches.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

You can find Sweetwater on the crappy streets. He’s
standing in front of the In-Out Inn. There’s competition
across town and Sweetwater needs some more hos for his
business. See what you can do to help him out.

Run by Sweetwater to get the power of the pimp to recruit
some hos. When you see the purple hat above your head,
you have the power. You only have a limited time to find a
woman before you have to get powered up again from
Sweetwater.

When you find some women, press � to turn them into
hos. You can tell they work for Sweetwater by the purple
hat icon over their heads. Every time you find new recruits
you have to go back to Sweetwater to get the power again.

You have to find 12 hos for Sweetwater to accomplish this
objective. Don’t forget to look behind the crappy building
to find hos that might be hidden there.



SWINGLES ROUND 4
Koko, Tilly, and Ione (Lesbian)

YOU’RE BECOMING A REAL
SWINGLES MAN and doors are
opening for you. Continue on your
path to meeting new women. Why not
meet Tilly, the redhead from the
sorority house whose drapes match
the carpet? Or Koko, the French mime
who’s packing lots of surprises for
you? Get out there and get those girls.

KOKO CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Please come see my mime
performance.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Koko is performing on the nice
streets near the art gallery. Can you
get this mime to talk?

Your sperm is going to have a tough
swim. There are a lot of martini

drinks to get it drunk and snowflakes
to freeze it. Stay sober to avoid these
obstacles.

Koko doesn’t seem to like your
conversation. She wants you to help
her do mime stuff to shut you up.
Good job, you’re in!

KOKO MIME
Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Put on your mime costume. We
will pose for these peasants.”
Pimp Suit: Mime Outfit

Pass by Koko to pick up mime
techniques.  You have them when a
beret appears over your head. You have
a limited amount of time to perform in
front of people, so be quick.

Get close to people walking the streets
and press � to perform for them.
When a little beret appears above their
heads,  go back to Koko for more mime
techniques to pass along.

You need 12 people to cheer for your
act to complete this objective. You
might have to run all the way up the
street to find someone to perform for.
Do this right and you’re another step
closer to getting into Koko’s pants.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Show that masturbating monkey what a
real schlong looks like.
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KOKO

Boobage: Silent but Deadly
Clothing for Your Floor:
Black Beret and Red and
White Striped Shirt
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I have a
perfectly
naughty 
idea.

Your lips look
so lonely.
Would they
like to meet
mine?
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Opportune Location: Art Gallery
Come-On: “Stop by zee art gallery. I work
selling zee coffee.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Swim, sperm, swim! Avoid being
frozen by the snowflake icons or

helplessly drifting through the
martini glasses.

At first, your cheesy pick-up lines
don’t seem to work. But later, Koko
considers what you’ve said to be art.
Go figure.

KOKO CHAT 2

KOKO PHOTO
Opportune Location: Art Gallery
Come-On: “I need you to photograph ma
performance art.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Koko wants you to take photos of her
performance art. Keep your lens
focused on her and snap a picture
when the fourth indicator light glows
at the top of the screen.

You have to take at least one perfect
shot to get enough points. Zoom in
close to get that perfect shot and turn
the light green.

Taking five pictures with four of the
lights on and one picture with all five
lights on gives you a score of 303.
That’s three more than you need.

KOKO PAINT
Opportune Location: Art Classroom
Come-On: “We will make art.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Koko doesn’t think much of
photography. She thinks real
artwork has to be on a canvas.

As the buttons appear on the
screen, press the corresponding
buttons on your controller. Press
all 40 buttons correctly and you
get a perfect score and a perfect
painting.



Opportune Location: Art Classroom
Come-On: “I went back to zee art
classroom.”
Pimp Suit: Standard
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KOKO CHAT 3

KOKO
CLIMAX

Koko hooked you up, so now it’s
your turn to return the favor. Why
do you get visions of hot dogs as
soon as she unzips her pants?

Just when you thought you were
going to tuna town, you hit hot dog
city. That shock is enough to make
any man weep and take a long,
burning-hot shower.

You got a jumbo wiener as a token
of affection, but let’s try to forget
this incident, shall we?

The red icons move really fast toward
your sperm. Keep those reflexes
sharp to avoid them.

So Koko isn’t French, that big faker.
But comfort her to make her feel
better about the whole thing. You
even make her a little horny.

Hey, what’s that slurping sound?

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS
Dead Smurf
2 parts vodka
4 parts 7-up
1/2 part Blue Curacao
Dash of grenadine at the top after every-
thing has been mixed

(With only 1 female Smurf to 100 males,
someone was bound to break into a
jealous, murderous rage.)



TILLY CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Greek Quad
Come-On: “Please see me, Mr. Lovage. I
am by the sorority.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy Suit Fully
Accessorized

Tilly is waiting for you in the Greek
quad. She looks like she should be
at a board meeting rather than
campus. You need to put on your
suit with all four accessories if you
want to talk to her.

This conversation is pretty quick, so
get all the green icons to keep your
heart meter up. There are a lot of
drinks around to mess you up, so
watch out.

Tilly wants you to take nude photos,
but before you get too excited,
they’re not of her. She hates the frat
and wants you to take pictures of a
certain member. If this helps you
bed Tilly, you’re all for it.

TILLY PHOTO
Opportune Location: Frat
Come-On: “That frat guy’s naked
pictures aren’t going to take
themselves.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy Suit Fully
Accessorized

Enter the frat house and run
upstairs to find your target.

Your target keeps circling the top
floor in nothing but his jock strap.
Wait for him to pose and then
click your camera.

To get the best pictures, zoom in
close. You need 160 points to
complete this objective, so just
get a few good-quality shots. It’s
a pretty easy photo shoot.
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Assistant Dean Abrahamson is so inter-
ested in his painting he won't notice the
warm sensation on the back of his leg.

TILLY

Boobage: Dressed to Kill
Clothing for Your Floor:
Professional Gray Skirt and
Jacket and Thigh-High
Stockings
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You like me,
yes? Find me
attractive
sexually? Would
do anything for
me?

Did it hurt
when you
fell from
heaven?
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TILLY CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “As usual, I will be in my
office, Mr. Lovage.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy Suit Fully Accessorized

Time to spin more lies. Tilly wants to
talk to Rathgar, so you have to
improvise. Using dialogue from a
movie should do the trick.

This is the hardest conversation yet.
The icons come really fast and there
are lots of red booze and fart icons
you have to avoid.

When you hit a bomb, see what row
blows up so you can swim that way.
Sometimes these bombs can blow up
multiple rows. If you finish this
conversation with a full heart meter,
Tilly buys your story.

Hit all the paintings downstairs and
then work your way upstairs to find
the last few. Don’t worry about
Sweetwater; he won’t follow you up
there.

Pee on all 11 paintings in the
gallery for a perfect job. Hit at least
nine to exit the gallery and still call
the job a success.

TILLY CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “Please come to the sorority.
My office door is open to you.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy Suit Fully
Accessorized

Run to Tilly’s office in the sorority
house to find her standing behind
her desk. Go see what she wants.

This is a longer conversation.
Luckily, there are some long
stretches between the red icons
where your sperm can swim safely.

Tilly wants to hire your services.
Too bad you already work for… uh,
Mr. Rathgar. But she’s willing to
pay whatever it takes. Does she

know you accept forms of payment
other than money?

TILLY PEE
Opportune Location: Art Gallery
Come-On: “I’m outside the art gallery. I
want you to besmirch Abrahamson’s
exhibit.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy Suit Fully
Accessorized

Run up to a painting and press �
to pee all over it. Ruin at least nine
paintings and you achieve this
objective.

Watch out for Sweetwater, because
if he catches you your game is over.
Who knew he was such an art
lover?

Grab the bottle of
water near the
checkout stand
when your bladder
is empty to get
more urine.

TIP



Opportune Location: Crappy Streets
Come-On: “Please come to me. I have
another task for you.”
Pimp Suit: Snazzy Suit Fully
Accessorized

Tilly is in the crappy streets
standing next to Lefty’s Too. She
must have a crappy job for you.

Gather up the machine parts
scattered around the area. Gather
the ones in front of you, then run
behind the buildings near the

TILLY AVOID
manhole. Cut between the buildings to
get more parts.

Collect the machine parts to the right
and drop some Cheese Mummies to
distract the goons chasing you. Get the
parts in the corner to the left of where
Sweetwater normally stands.

Run down the main road and collect
the last few machine parts. By the time
you get to the Greek quad door you
should have them all. Run through the
door to complete your task.
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Pissing on the broke-ass ho might cost
extra, but it's worth it.

TILLY
CLIMAX

You brought the decoder to Tilly
like she asked, so why is she
pointing a gun at you? Does she
want to make you her nude love
slave?

Tilly takes a shot at you, but your
guardian fairy saves the day. He
deflects the shot, causing it to kill
Tilly, burning away her face. You
might not know what she was like
before, but she’s all teeth now.
This former beauty is a no-go.

All that work and all you have to
show for it is a charred skull as a
token of affection.



Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come-On: “Go talk to Guy. There’s a party
he wants you to work.”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit

Talk to Guy Dahms behind the bar, but
make sure you’re wearing a cool outfit
or he’ll have nothing to do with you.

This game is similar to the monkey-
feeding game. Run between the four
rows and hit � to slide a beer to a
patron at the other end.

Don’t slide a drink down the bar if
there isn’t a customer. Also, don’t let
empty glasses or customers get to
your side or you lose.

When you see customers piling up
behind each other, keep tossing
drinks to clear them out before you
move on to the next row. Clear four
waves of drinks and you’re good.

IONE (LESBIAN)
BARTENDING

IONE (LESBIAN) CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come-On: “Aren’t you supposed
to be working? Talk to Guy.”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit

This is an easy conversation.
There are a few bombs to hit
but the icons move at a decent
pace and are easy to avoid.

The last time you saw Ione she was
humping her teddy bear. Looks like
you turned her into a lesbian. Way
to go!

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Damn those cheerleaders for mocking
you! Give them some golden showers.
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IONE (LESBIAN)

Boobage: Not for Boys
Clothing for Your Floor:
Unfortunately None



I fell in
love with
his penis
poetry

Did it hurt
when you fell
from heaven?



naked man will cheer you up.

Follow Helmut’s dance lead. Press
the corresponding direction or
button when the commands scroll
under the circle in the bottom left
corner.

Keep pressing the right commands
and don’t get distracted by
Helmut’s enormous schlong. Keep
your heart meter in the green and
you pass the dance objective.

IONE (LESBIAN) CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come-On: “I’m still at Spartacus.”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit

Ione is still really pissed about
what happened. You need to
smooth things over. Maybe singing
a duet about lesbian nights would
help.

Helmut really seems to be enjoying
the song!

This conversation is pretty easy.
Luckily, there are no alcoholic
drinks to get your sperm drunk
and out of control.

IONE (LESBIAN) DANCE
Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come-On: “Helmut looks like he needs
a dance partner.”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit

Ione thinks Helmut needs a dance
partner. Maybe dancing with a 

When Helmut tries
to chase you
around the bar, be
sure to choose a
path around the
tables and chairs.
It is easy for
Helmut to get
stuck, giving you
more time to
streak the patrons
in the bar without
the worry of his
package getting in
your way.

TIP

IONE (LESBIAN) CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come-On: “Time to confront your past.”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit

Move your sperm around the rows of
red icons as they come. There’s no
alcohol in this conversation, so you
should have no problems.

Ione is so upset she still can’t look at
her teddy bear. But her anger disap-
pears when you come out of the
closet to her. What’s one more lie if it
makes her happy, right?
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Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Come-On: “You’ve got to streak the bar,
it’s a tradition.”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit

Since you just told Ione that you’re
gay, you have to streak the bar. Run
up to the people on the left. To make
them count, make sure they see you
in all your “glory.”

Watch out, because Helmut is a
little randy and he chases after you.

IONE (LESBIAN) STREAK
You don’t want to know what he’ll do to
you if he catches you, but it probably
involves a certain large package.

Continue to run around the bar in a
counter-clockwise path and run up the
stairs to the people at the table and
dance floor. Be sure to get the time
extensions so you don’t run out of time.

After you’ve flashed everybody, run into
the closet to end the activity and
escape from Helmut.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Urine and vomit– two things you expect
to see outside a frat house after a big
party.

IONE (LESBIAN)
CLIMAX

Luba is a bisexual and she and
Ione are more than just friends.
Well, all right! Once you pretend
to leave they don’t waste much
time.

You try for the holy grail of having
two women at one time, but Ione
freaks out and leaves. That leaves
Luba, but she passes out. At least
you tried.

You went from the possibility of
having sex with two women at the
same time to zero women. At least
you have the memories… and
their double dong as a token of
affection.



SWINGLES 4
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Objective: Swingles needs you for their
wet T-shirt tryouts. Life is rough.
Pimp Suit: Standard

This is the first time you’ve had to
shoot water at a wet T-shirt contest.
The girls run up to you with their
arms across their chests. Line up
your shot and as soon as they expose
themselves, press either trigger or
the � button to shoot a stream of
water. When your target’s shirt is
sufficiently soaked, you hear a ding
and can aim your sights at the next
girl. Refill your water gun by shooting
the water bottle icon.

The girls run onto the stage from the
left, so get your gun ready and aim at
their breasts.

As soon as one girl is drenched,
move on to the next. Get all 10 girls
to successfully complete this
wonderful task.

SIDE QUEST

FRAT PANTY RAID
Opportune Location: Frat House
Initiation: Bring Your Brothers Some
Panties!
Pimp Suit: Standard

The sorority house sent someone in
to take naked pictures of one of the
brothers. Uh, who could’ve done
that? As a pledge, it’s your duty to
retaliate. This calls for a panty raid!

Follow the trail of panties up the
stairs to the bedrooms. Girls’ panties
are all over the place.

Run around and collect those
panties, but don’t let the sorority
girls catch you or you take a slap to
the face. Throw down some Cheese
Mummies if they get too close.

After you collect all the panties
upstairs, head to the bottom floor
and out the back door to escape.

You have a limited
amount of water,
so don’t waste it.
Sometimes the
girls try to fake you
out by waving at
you. Save your
ammo and wait for
an open shot.

TIP
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FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Why not piss in the corner of the frat
house? Everyone else does.
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SWINGLES ROUND 5
Morgan, Barbara Jo, and Suzi

THIS IS IT. You’re in the final stretch.
This is what separates singles from
Swingles, and you have three new
lovely ladies to choose from: Barbara
Jo, Morgan, and Suzi. Each has
unique boobs and sexual position
preferences. And their personalities
are different, too. Talk to each one and
see if you can get a piece of the pie.

MORGAN COFFEE 1
Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “I could really use a cup of
coffee.”
Pimp Suit: Standard

Morgan is in the library checking out
a painting on the wall. Before you can
talk to her, you have to make a drink
at the drink station on the first floor.

This is the hardest button challenge

yet, because there are 55 buttons you
have to press and some come quickly.
Push the buttons you see on the
screen.

After a few buttons come up, there is
a pause in the action. Don’t be fooled,
because one more button is about to
come up. When he starts to pour the
ingredients into the cup you can take
a quick break.

MORGAN CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “Bring that coffee over here.
I could sure use it.”
Pimp Suit: Geek Outfit Fully
Accessorized 

There’s Morgan standing by the
painting on the wall. Giving her
that coffee should ease you into a
conversation.

The red icons come at your sperm
at dizzying speeds. Maneuver up
and down to avoid hitting them.
Don’t touch any of the alcohol
icons or your sperm is hard to
control.

You’ve done your homework on
Morgan and know almost every-
thing about her. In some places
that’s considered stalking, but she
seems to find it flattering. Your
knowledge paid off.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Show them what you think of their 
so-called artwork.

MORGAN

Boobage: Videogamer’s
Dream Girlfriend
Clothing for Your Floor:
Tight Red Sweater and
Khaki Pants
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Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “I’m back in the library.”
Pimp Suit: Geek Outfit Fully Accessorized 

There’s lots of alcohol in this conver-
sation. Luckily, you also find some
coffee to kill your buzz.

Morgan sees right through your lies,
but she thinks it’s cute that you’re
trying to impress her. You’ve got a
real live one here, so don’t blow it.

MORGAN SLAPS
Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “I went back to the library.”
Pimp Suit: Geek Outfit Fully Accessorized 

Keep tapping the � button to get your
power up while trying to distract your
opponent with hand fakes. After she
pulls away, wait for her to put her
hands back down so you can slap
them.

The bad news is Morgan is one of the
best players at the slapping game.
The good news is she likes the loser
to strip. Looks like she’s losing here.

Take turns slapping each other, but
when her slap-meter at the side
reaches the top, you win.

MORGAN CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “I went back to the
library.”
Pimp Suit: Geek Outfit Fully
Accessorized 

Morgan is in your room, so it’s
time for some naughty talk to get
her in the mood. How about
playing some fantasy role-playing
games?

Your sperm swims for dear life as
red icons and beer mugs race
toward it. Swim up and down to
avoid hitting anything. Hitting the
red faces might be funny, but they
take away from your health
meter.

MORGAN CHAT 2
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Once again
quick thinking
and quick sex
have saved the
kingdom.

Do you know
karate
because your
body is really
kickin’.



Opportune Location: Library
Come-On: “Let’s streak the campus! Or
are you too shy?”
Pimp Suit: Geek Outfit Fully
Accessorized

Morgan wants to streak the campus
and what Morgan wants, Morgan
gets. Run in front of the person near
you to streak them.

MORGAN STREAK
Get the women hanging out near the
door to the nice streets before
running toward the library. Watch out
for the security guard that tries to
stop you.

After you streak enough people, run
into the library for some sanctuary.
Once you get there, you’re safe, and
the streak was successful.

LARRY’S
MIXED
DRINKS

Church Girl
1 part melon liquor
1 part peach shnapps
1 part orange vodka
2 parts 7-Up

(Sweet and innocent until the alcohol
kicks in. Then things can get a little
wild.)

MORGAN CLIMAX
It’s time to say goodbye to
Morgan for now, but you see
her later on Swingles.

Until you meet again, Morgan
left you a dice bag as a token of
affection.
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BARBARA JO CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “Another ho-hum day at the
sorority…”
Pimp Suit: Preppy Outfit Fully
Accessorized

There’s a lot of alcohol for your
sperm to avoid during this conver-
sation and it comes up quick, but

the icon placements make them
easy to get around.

You’re not doing very well in the
conversation, so your penis has to
speak for you. That one-eyed
monster did the trick because
Barbara Jo is willing to go out with
you.

BARBARA JO TRAMPOLINE
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “You want some more of
this, rookie?”
Pimp Suit: Preppy Outfit Fully
Accessorized

Barbara Jo’s directions on the
trampoline are pretty easy to
follow. Some commands in the
middle come fast and close
together, but you’ve done this so
many times before that this
shouldn’t be a problem.

Barbara Jo’s got a lot of wiggle to
her when she bounces on the
trampoline. Maybe you’ll get to
see how bouncy her bed is.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

There might not be sex in the
champagne room, but there is a lot of
urine.

BARBARA JO

Boobage:
Dumb and Ditzy
Clothing for Your Floor:
Cheerleader Outfit
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BARBARA JO CHAT 3
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “I feel so sad.”
Pimp Suit: Preppy Outfit Fully
Accessorized

There’s lots and lots of cameras in
this conversation game. If you hit
them, you get a nice shot of B.J.’s
chest, but your heart meter drops.

What better way to cheer up a hot
chick like Barbara Jo than with a
puppet show? Wow, it actually
worked!

You’re in luck. It’s wet T-shirt night
and you’re the lucky guy who gets
to soak down the ladies. When they
get on stage and expose their
chests, pull the trigger button to
squirt them.

Barbara Jo even wants to partic-
ipate. She’s one of the last
contestants, so shower her body
with everything you got. After you
hose down five ladies, you win.

BARBARA JO CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Your Dorm Room
Come-On: Try the phone in your room.
It’s time for a crank call.
Pimp Suit: Preppy Outfit Fully
Accessorized

Barbara Jo can’t go on a date
unless her boyfriend calls and says
he’s dating someone else. Since
her boyfriend isn’t going to do that,
you have to instead. Use the phone
in your dorm room.

A few cameras and red icons can
give you some trouble during this
conversation, but it’s pretty easy to
get through with a full heart meter.

Your crank call worked. She
believed you were her boyfriend,
Chet, and that you were having sex
with her mom. They might be
through, but you’re just getting
started.

BARBARA JO WETNESS
Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: Take Barbara Jo to Lefty’s for
a nice date.
Pimp Suit: Preppy Outfit Fully
Accessorized

Lefty’s Too isn’t exactly what
Barbara Jo would consider a nice
place. But you got her out on a date
and that’s one step closer to
getting her back to your place.
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You don’t
think, like,
anyone saw
my boobs do
you?

If I gave you a
sexy negligee,
would there be
anything in it
for me?
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Opportune Location: Sorority House
Come-On: “You wanna play quarters
again?”
Pimp Suit: Preppy Outfit Fully
Accessorized

You’ve almost got Barbara Jo. A
little game of quarters ought to seal
the deal. Make sure you have the
$15 required to play the game.

BARBARA JO QUARTERS

Quarters was fun but it’s time for
the two of you to part ways until
the show.

Barbara Jo leaves you her school
panties as a token of affection. A
lot of guys around campus
probably have some too, but it’s
still a gift to cherish.

Pull and push the left thumbstick
nice and easy to bounce the quarter
into the cup. Another great shot and
Barbara Jo is drinking again.

Barbara Jo is really good at this
game, and probably plays it a lot.
Expect to pound a lot of beers.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Urinate on the stage to show the stripper
how much you enjoyed her show.

BARBARA JO
CLIMAX
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GETTING INTO THE VIP ROOM
Opportune Location: Outside Club VIP Room
Objective: Lucius wants you to talk to Julius.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Lucius is the bouncer at the VIP room, sweetie. You have
to get by him before you can get in.

Lucius isn’t gay, you silly little goose, but he thinks his
brother Julius is. If you can get his brother to come out of
the closet, he’ll let you into the VIP area.

Julius is the bouncer for Fat Sam’s Titty City. Talk to him
and see what you can learn.

This big bouncer is gay and is looking for some manly
lovin’. It sounds like the ripped Helmut from the gay bar
is just his type.

JULIUS PHOTO
Opportune Location: Gay Bar
Objective: Get Julius a few shots of that
gorgeous hunk of Teutonic man-meat,
Helmut.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Go to the gay bar to get some close-
ups of Helmut’s floppy package. He
walks a circle around the bar,
stopping every few seconds to strike
a pose.

Stay in front of Helmut and walk
backward as he moves around the
bar. Get a nice tight zoom in on his
naughty bits.

This is a very difficult photo shoot
because you need a lot of points.
You’re going to need some perfect
shots. Wait for your light indicator to
turn green and snap the photo.

Julius likes the pictures you took of
Helmut’s cock. He’s going to hold on
to the pictures for safekeeping. I
guess he’s out of the closet now. Go
back and talk to his brother in the
dance club.

Opportune Location: Dance Club
Objective: Learn the VIP handshake from
Lucius.
Pimp Suit: Standard

To get into the VIP room, you have to
know the handshake. Press the
correct commands when they pass
through the circle on the bottom left.

The series of commands alternates
speeds. One series comes by slow
and the next comes by fast. Hit the
right buttons to keep your heart
meter in the green, and you’re in the
VIP room.

LUCIUS HANDSHAKE

SIDEQUEST
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SUZI FLIERS
Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Let the campus know Suzi
and the Streetbirds are here to rock!”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit Fully
Accessorized

Get the word out that the
Streetbirds are playing in town.
Toss the fliers to eager listeners at
the end of each row.

Don’t send a flier down an empty
row, don’t let a paper airplane hit
your side, and don’t let anyone
make it to the end of the row or
you fail.

Try to clear every row before you
move on to the next one. After you
clear four waves you’re done.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Cap'n Slappin' wants semen, not urine,
stupid!

SUZI CHAT 1
Opportune Location: Club VIP Room
Come-On: “You think you’re cool
enough to hang with me? You’re no
VIP!”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit Fully
Accessorized

There’s lots of beer for your little
sperm to run into during this
conversation, but the icons are well
spaced and easy to avoid.

Suzi doesn’t think you’re very hip,
but she’s willing to give you a
chance. Help her out and convince
her how rock-hard you can get.

SUZI

Boobage: Rock Hard
Clothing for Your Floor:
Lots of Leather



You know, you
remind me of a
magnet
because you
sure are
attracting me
over here.

That’s the
way I like
it honey!



Pressing the
appropriate buttons
while playing in the
band can be even
more difficult than
normal because
Suzi doesn’t call
them out. Keep an
eye out and press
the buttons you
see scrolling along
the bottom of the
screen.

TIP

Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Get over here. Looks like
MervMusic Records wants to cut us a
deal!”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit Fully Accessorized

As you sperm swims, avoid the
snowflake icons. They’re set up to

freeze you in place so you hit the
alcohol icons.

MervMusic wants to sign the band.
Asking for outrageous stuff wasn’t
that bad of an idea, but it didn’t make
Suzi happy. Luckily you didn’t mess it
up, and she’ll talk to you.

SUZI CHAT 2
Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Get your ass over here,
Abrahamson’s causin’ problems!”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit Fully Accessorized

This conversation goes pretty
smoothly for your sperm. Swim him
near the bottom to avoid tougher
obstacles near the top.

Abrahamson doesn’t want to let Suzi
play, but your porn fairy shows up to
save the day.

He gives you an old rock album that
Abrahamson performed on long ago.
Blackmail might not be the most
decent thing to do, but if it works, go
with it. Now Suzi can play and maybe
give you some special thanks later.

SUZI ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Get on stage. We’re gonna
rock this crowd!”
Pimp Suit: Cool outfit Fully
Accessorized

Suzi plays the guitar and you have
to match her on your Keytar. You
can really play that instrument!

Press the buttons on your
controller when they pass
through the circle on screen. You
don’t have the luxury of hearing
them called out first, so pay
attention to what you see. They
don’t come very fast, so you have
plenty of time.

SUZI CHAT 3
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SUZI SPANKING

You really impressed her with your spanking
skills. She’s looking forward to seeing you on the
show.

Suzi left you some brass knuckles as a token of
affection. I hope she doesn’t want you to use
them on her.

Opportune Location: Nice Streets
Come-On: “Spank me, wimp!”
Pimp Suit: Cool Outfit Fully Accessorized

The buttons pop up fast on the screen
and don’t stay long, so you have to be
quick. When you see the buttons on

the screen, press the same ones on
your controller.

Suzi really likes the spanking. Maybe
you could introduce her to Harriet and
the three of you can get a little
naughty.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Piss all over the floor of Fat Sam’s Titty
City. The floor is dirty anyway–no one
will notice.

SUZI CLIMAX
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SIDE QUEST

FRAT STREAK

SIDE QUEST

RUSSELL
MAKEOVER

Opportune Location: Frat House
Initiation: Get out there and streak. It’s a
DIO tradition.
Pimp Suit: Standard

After you pay your $10 pledge fee,
you’re ready to streak the Greek
quad. Run along the frat porch and
then over to the sorority porch to
streak your first victims.

Watch out for the big guys around the
area. Once they see your giant
manhood, they start chasing you. If
they catch you, the streak is a failure.
Drop some Cheese Mummies to
distract them if you get into trouble.

After you streak the porches, you can
get everyone in the quad. Keep
running through the clock icons to
get more time. If time runs out, you
fail.

This is a pretty easy streak– just
don’t miss running by the people in
the corners. Once 15 people have
been traumatized, head for the frat
house door to end this activity.

That was it. You finally made it into
the fraternity. Now where are all the
chicks?

Opportune Location: Dormitory
Initiation: Russell needs a makeover.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Russell is waiting for you in the
dorms. He wants to win over the girl
of his dreams, so he wants you to
give him a makeover.

This can be a challenging button-
press game. You need to press 50
buttons correctly to pass this
perfectly. Stay sharp, because a
couple of buttons flash twice in a row.

Russell looks pretty much the same.
Oh well, light blue is a more mellow
color.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

Give Luba a golden shower at the dance
club. Something tells me she's probably
into it.
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SWINGLES CHAT
Opportune Location: Strip Bar
Objective: Get on over to Fat Sam’s!

It’s star time!
Pimp Suit: Standard

This is a long conversation, so be
prepared. The beer, camera, and
fart icons come pretty fast, but
they are easy to avoid. Steer
toward the green hearts and faces
to fill up your heart meter.

Ah, it’s good to get to know the
girls. They are each so different.
Each one would bring something
special to the sack.

Who are you going to eliminate:
Barbara Jo, Morgan, or Suzi?
When you make your decision, go
up to the girl and press � to make
it final and continue to the next
round.

SWINGLES FINALS
BARBARA JO, MORGAN, AND SUZI

SWINGLES HAS PUT YOU THROUGH
A LOT. You had to try to hook up with
a lot of women. You had to get drunk.
You had to spray women down with
water during a wet T-shirt contest.
Yet through all this pain and
suffering, you persevered. All your
hard work and determination paid off,
because you made it to the Swingles
Finals.

You’re the lucky guy who gets to
choose from these three lovely ladies:
Barbara Jo, Morgan, and Suzi. You’re
going to narrow the ladies down to
just one and then it’s finally happy
time.

Opportune Location: Main Campus
Objective: Time for the big show– go talk
to Uma.
Pimp Suit: Standard

You did it! You made it onto Swingles.
Assistant Dean Abrahamson, isn’t
very happy they chose you, but then
he has a mild heart attack. Now you
don’t have to worry about him inter-
fering.

Now it’s time to go to Fat Sam’s Titty
City to meet the three finalists and
narrow them down.

FAVORITE
PISSING
SPOTS

The VIP room is full of snooty people…
for you to soak with your bodily fluids.



Go back and replay
the last part of the
game, eliminating
different girls to see
all three endings.
You can also watch
all the endings by
purchasing them
from the Porn Fairy.

TIP
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Opportune Location: Dance Club
Objective: Dance the night away on
nationally syndicated TV.
Pimp Suit: Standard

You have to love dancing in your
underwear. It’s time to bust out your
funky moves again. When you see
the commands scroll across the
bottom of the screen and go
through the circle, use your
controller to do the same moves.

This is a long dance sequence
because you’re dancing with two
women. The commands don’t come
too fast and aren’t very difficult.

Keep your heart meter filled and
you successfully dance with the
remaining two finalists.

Okay, it’s time for the final decision.
Who are you going to take to bed?
All are great in the sack, but you
can only choose one.

SWINGLES DANCE

HAPPY ENDINGS

BARBARA JO MORGAN

SUZI

You finally got a quality piece of ass and you owe it
all to Swingles.

It’s spring break and everyone wants to party on
campus. Life is good.
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UMA CHAT
Opportune Location: Main Campus
Objective: Find out why Uma looks so
familiar.
Pimp Suit: Standard

Move your sperm around all the
cameras, but if you hit one, enjoy
the shot of Uma’s boobs. The icon
placements make it easy for you to

swim around things.

It turns out Uma was an actress.
She played the French maid in
Terms of In-Rearment. She’s not
too happy that you know her
naughty little secret, but since
you’re such a fan, she’s willing to
let it go.

SPECIAL DIRECTOR’S 
CUT ENDING



LARRY’S
LADIES

Larry might not look like much, but he does have

a certain way with the ladies. He might have to

lie, cheat, and get them drunk for them to like

him, but that’s all part of the game. Here are the

ladies Larry encounters throughout the game.

Some of them want to kill him, others

have to leave him, and some actually give

him a happy ending.



LARRY’S
LADIES
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Analisa, the loud-
mouthed daughter of an
Italian mob boss, is used
to getting her way. You
have to convince her
that you have a lot in
common with her and
that you’re a tough
cookie as well. Get her
back to your place and
she might sample your
biscotti. 

Barbara Jo is the cheerleader every man dreams of taking to bed:
beautiful, large boobs, and enough energy to last the whole night
through. She might like to bouncy-bounce on the trampoline, but
she hasn’t tested out your bed yet. 

ANALISA

BARBARA JO

Beatrice is the hot teacher every kid wishes they had. Not only can
she satisfy you in bed, but you might finally pass your classes.
Getting hit with a ruler never sounded so good!

BEATRICE
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This wannabe actress will do almost anything to break into the
business. She has the right body to be in front of the camera, but
she needs to work on presenting her lines. Since you’re such a
nice guy, you can see what she’s got on the casting couch in your
room.

BILZARBRA

Join Charlotte in her chant–”Fight the Power!” Then get her to join
in your chant–”Let’s Get Naked!” With any luck, you can talk her
into going back to your room, where she can free your big Willy.
Keeping him locked up is so cruel.

CHARLOTTE

Band girls might know
how to get freaky, but
Harriet takes it to a
new level. The
spanking foreplay was
cool. Sex in the Twiggy
outfit was a little bit
weird, but if it gets you
some, it’s okay.
Demonic possession,
however, is where you
draw the line. Well,
that and the discussion
of marriage after the
first time you have sex.

HARRIET



LARRY’S
LADIES
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This bookworm wants
to find somebody to
love her for her mind.
The poor thing
shouldn’t give up so
soon. A massive
makeover turns her
from an ugly duckling
into a hot woman.
After that, she is
definitely doable.

Ione has a whole new look. She also has a whole new sexual
preference. Since you're the reason for her team switch, you
should be able to enjoy some benefits with her and her hot friends.
Seems only fair, right?

IONE

IONE (LESBIAN) KOKO

What mysteries does this wannabe French artist hide? She lures
you in with an impressive mime performance. She seduces you
with oral pleasure. Then she unloads her package on you, causing
you to assume the fetal position in the corner. Even a hot shower
won’t wash away the memories of this encounter.
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This big-bosomed
beauty is straight from
the farm and looking
to bring the rodeo to
your bedroom. Discuss
country music singers
to pique her interest
and get her into your
bed. Just don’t forget
to leave the spurs on
the bedpost.

SALLY MAE

Luba is the campus bicycle that everyone has ridden. Well,
everyone except you. She likes to drink a lot, so if she has a few
more, she might even consider giving you a turn.

LUBA

Morgan is every nerd’s dream girl. Not only does she have a
smokin’ body, she also likes to do geeky things. She can even kick
your butt at video games. But are women like this purely fantasy?

MORGAN
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Suzi is a heavy metal
chick who likes it a
little rough. Get her
into bed and you’re
sure to do some hard
rockin’. Can you
handle this dominatrix
in skin-tight black
leather?

Uma is the host of the reality dating show Swingles. As much as
you’d like to get it on with her, she’s not even in the running. The
closest you’re going to get is watching, again, the porno she was
in. It’s better than nothing.

SUZI

UMA TILLY

Tilly is a sexy redhead who is all business. Clean up your image if
you want a piece of that action. Once you fit her profile, she might
approve a merger between the two of you.

LARRY’S
LADIES



This big, busty beauty
is an import from
Russia. Her grasp of
the English language
is kind of choppy, so
she might not fully
understand what a
cobra-headed invader
is. 

ZANNA

OTHER GIRLS

ARTSY GIRL
A little bit snooty, these girls won’t
give you the time of day.

COLLEGE GIRL
College girls dot the campus like
wildflowers. Too bad you have zero
chance of getting them into your
bed.

LESBIAN
Try as you might, this girl will
never be interested in you. That
doesn’t mean you can’t think about
her and her friends though.

STRIPPER
This girl loves everyone if the price
is right. Well, everyone except you.

Zena is a gorgeous gal who loves taking off her
clothes for drunk, horny guys. No, she’s not a
sorority girl, she’s a stripper! Go into the local strip
club on the Crappy Streets to see her model her
beauty on the catwalk. She looks good, but if you
want her to give you a private dance, you’re going to
have to pay the bouncer at the door a little extra.
You’ll have the option to see one of three different
dances or participate in a little light spanking. Just
remember that whatever you choose for her to do,
you won’t be having sex with her…ever. You can
throw all the dollar bills at her you want but it’s still
not going to happen. She’s such a cock tease!

ZENA THE STRIPPER



Who’s the Fairy 
Around Town?
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YOU HAVE A GUARDIAN PORN FAIRY
watching out for you and making
sure that nothing bad befalls you.
You unlock him when you look at his
picture next to the sorority house.
After that, you can find other pictures
of him around school and the city
streets.
Looking at his pictures can bring
cash, secret tokens, or hidden items.
He always has some special advice
for you– whether it be about shaving
your balls or the safety of anal
beads.

Get the one next to the sorority
house first to see the others.

Look in the corner of the Crappy
Streets.

Go behind Cap’n Slappin’s building.

Explore near the train tracks on the
Nice Streets.

Look on the dance floor in the VIP
area.

Find him behind the picture on the
second floor of the art gallery.

He's on the floor at the front of the
art classroom.

Check in the corner of the bottom
floor of the library.

He’s on the second floor in the
Sorority, behind the door with the
question mark.

Find him outside the library in the
grassy nook behind the bulletin
board and soccer ball. Getting this
one opens the fairy store.


